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Executive Summary 

From Census forms to top secret manuals, the federal government 
spends over a billion dollars a year on the printed word. The Govern- 
ment Printing Office (GPO), an agency in the legislative branch, is respon- 
sible for most federal government printing. As part of its oversight 
responsibilities, the Joint Committee on Printing asked GAO to review 
GPO’s operations-in particular, its production, p rocurement, and cus- 
tomer service activities. 

Background Created to lower the cost of congressional printing, GPO opened for busi- 
ness on the day of Abraham Lincoln’s inauguration in March 1861. 
Gradually increasing in size, sophistication, and responsibility, GPO 
became the government’s printer in 1919. Legislation generally requires 
that all federal government printing and binding work be done by GPO 
unless the Joint Committee authorizes an exception. 

GPO is both a producer and a buyer of printed materials. In fiscal year 
1989, it printed or procured about 1.9 billion publications and processed 
an average of about 1,300 orders per day. GPO’s central printing plant is 
one of the largest, most diverse in North America. In fiscal year 1989, it 
produced 10 billion pages, for which it billed its congressional and 
agency customers about $160 million. The procurement operation flled 
about 293,000 orders billed at about $726 million in fiial year 1989. 
Total revenues from production, procurement, and other operations, 
such as bookstores and library programs, were about $1 billion. The 
Public Printer-a presidential appointee-heads GPO, which in 1989 
employed about 5,000 people in Washington and numerous field loca- 
tions. (See ch. 1.) 

In any organization, the environment shapes its operation. The environ- 
ment of private sector printing is characterized by rapidly changing 
technology driven by computer and other equipment advances. But 
GPO’S dominant environmental factor is the legal authority to control 
most federal printing. 

Results in Brief GPO’s monopoly-like role in providing government printing services was 
created to assure efficiency. But with the passage of time that role has 
been transformed; it now perpetuates inefficiency because centralized 
control permits GPO to be insulated from market forces. By law, GPO must 
charge actual costs to its customers. However, on the basis of limited 
comparisons, GAO estimated that GPO'S $160 million of Central Office 



printing in fii year 1989 might have been procured from commercial 
printers for as little as $76 million. 

Because of its control over government printing, GPO has not had the 
incentives to improve operations and processes that would ensure 
quality services at competitive prices. The resulting operations are char- 
acterized by (1) in-house production that is costly, sometimes wasteful, 
relies on outdated equipment, and does not focus sufficiently on effi- 
ciency or quality; (2) a procurement system where important quality of 
performance information necessary to operate a sound contracting 
system is not readily available and in which poorly performing contrac- 
tors continue to serve agency customers; (3) customer service efforts 
that are hampered by poor communication with customers and poor sys- 
tems for tracking and resolving customer complaints, and (4) weak 
accountability through GPO'S performance management system and poor 
executive information. While these operational problems are serious, 
they can be corrected within the existing legislative authority governing 
GPO'S operation. GAO believes action should be taken promptly to address 
them. 

To date, the Joint Committee has been cautious in approving major plant 
and equipment acquisitions because GPO'S future direction has not been 
clear. GAO believes that GPO's operational inefficiencies, the numerous 
challenges to GPO's monopoly-like status, changes in the demand for 
printing, and changes in technol~ suggest that now may be a good 
time for the Joint Committee to take the lead in addressing the future 
role of GPO in government printing. Critical issues need to be addressed 
with the participation of the Public Printer and such key GPO internal 
and extemal players as Congress, the executive branch agencies, and 
the GPO unions. The basic issue is what role GPO should play in providing 
quality printing services to congressional and agency customers at a rea- 
sonable price. A secondary issue is how lo properly staff and equip GPO 
to implement that role. To provide a framework for addressing future 
role issues, 0~0 needs to revitalize its strategjc planning process. Regard- 
less of the outcome of any future role discussions, GPO needs to correct 
its operational problems. 
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Principal Findings 

Monopoly-Like Status 
Promotes Costly 
Inefficiency 

GPO is insulated from competitive forces, and a number of costly prac- 
tices have evolved and continue. GPO's practice of keeping its central 
plant busy conflicts with customer desires for low-cost, timely, high 
quality service. Staffed to meet peaks of perceived congressional 
demand, federal agency work is brought into the GPO plant and produced 
at generally double the cost of pm it. High administrative and 
high labor costs-which GPO e&mates are 60 percent more than the 
printing industry as a whole-are passed on to GPO customers. (See pp. 
26-27.) 

For the last 3 fiial years, GPO has scheduled a significant amount of 
work on weekends. The principal rationale given by GPO managers is the 
need to be responsive to Congress. However, GAO’S analysis of sched- 
uling, production, and delivery data shows that many congressional 
products are not actually scheduled for delivery on Monday, that GPO 

also does agency work on the weekend, and that idle time exists during 
the regular Monday to Friday workweek. GPO routinely schedules work 
during high cost times, such as weekends, even though idle machine time 
existed during the week. For example, GPO reported that in fiial year 
1989 its major machines were idle an average of 63 percent of the time 
they were scheduled to operate in the press and bindery-where docu- 
ments are printed, bound, and packaged. Although the press and the 
bindery worked at least one day on SO weekends in 1989, only about 6 
percent of the congressional work GPO received arrived on a Thursday, 
Friday, Saturday, or Sunday with a delivery date of the following 
Monday. Weekend overtime charges in the press and bindery were about 
$6 million-10 percent of their personnel compensation. (See pp. 34-36.) 

Another factor contributing to high production costs was paper waste 
and spoilage. During fiscal year 1989,22 to 34 percent of the total paper 
used by GPO was wasted or spoiled, costing GPO about $7 million. GPO’S 
waste is about 12 percent higher than that of commercial printers. (See 
p. 37.) 

Not only is the cost of in-house work high, but its quality is perceived by 
customers to be lower than that of procured printing. The production 
operation has no system to proactively identify and implement quality 
improvements, relying primarily on post-production inspections to iden- 
tify printing and binding errors. During the fmt 9 months of fiscal year 
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1989, GPO had to send about 26 jobs each month back to the press-10 
times the rate for reprints of procured work. This added an estimated 
$45,000 a month to GPO costs. (See pp. 41-42.) 

Better Information Needed cm's procurement operation is faced with a number of management 

for Procured Printing problems that affect its ability to serve its customers. GPO allows poorly 

Process 
performing contractors to continue to win contracts. For example, 6 con- 
tractors who were responsible for 1,753 orders in the last quarter of 
1989 delivered late on 488-28 percent of the orders. Nevertheless, GPO 
continued to award contracts to the same companies. In fact, GPO faces 
significant hurdles in trying to identify and avoid using poorly per- 
forming contractors because (1) it does not vaiidate critical data 
showing whether contractors delivered work on time and (2) important 
quality of performance information necessary to operate a sound con- 
tracting system is not easily accessed. Even when such information is 
available, no guidance exists on how to best use that information. Only 3 
out of 23 agency representatives that GAO surveyed were more than 
moderately SatisfledthatGpowaseffectiVelysanctiOning poorlyper- 
forming contractors. (See pp. 47-51.) 

Customer Service Is Not 
Responsive to Customer 
Concerns 

To be successful in a competitive environment, GPO would have to iden- 
tify and determine ways to better respond to customer needs. However, 
GAO found that GPO'S monopoly-like environment apparently provides 
few incentives for such responsiveness. For example, most major agency 
and congressional customers GAO contacted cited problems with the 
information GPO includes in their bills and provides on the status of their 
jobs. Customers also expressed concern about how GPO resolved their 
complaints concerning the quality and timeliness of their work. Cur- 
rently, GPO does not know the extent of its agency customers’ dissatis- 
faction because the records used to count their complaints included only 
about half of the 2,700 complaints GAO was able to identify. Further- 
more, GPO does not regularly solicit customer feedback on its perform- 
ance. (see pp. 53-57.) 

More Effective To function in a competitive environment, accountability strategies are 

Accountability Strategies needed to help motivate managers to obtain desired results. Given GPO’S 

Needed environment, the need to emphasize managerial accountability is even 
greater because there are no market forces promoting efficiency. Yet 
GAO'S analysis of the performance plans for 19 of GPO’S top managers 
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whose responsibilities lent themselves to the use of measurable stan- 
dards showed that few performance plans contained elements that could 
be used to measure successful performance of their jobs. For example, 
only one of seven managers with responsibility for production or pro- 
curement operations-the Director, Engineering Services-had any 
such performance plan element. Neither the production Manager nor the 
Manager of the Printing Rocurement Department had performance 
plans that required improvements in operations. The plan for only one 
of eight managers who had dealings with customers included some 
aspect of customer service as a performance element. 

The plans contained language too general to effectively measure results. 
Managers’ plans also were not tied to specific agencywide goals and 
objectives that the Public printer could use to measure success in pro- 
ducing timely, quality products. (See pp. 69-62.) 

Also, a potentially valuable management tool-GPO’s Executive Informa- 
tion System-has been seldom used by GPO’s top managers because it 
lacks useful information, is not easily Bcces8ed, and is slow. (See pp. 62- 
64.1 

Prepare for the Future by Changing technology, GPO'S operational inefficiencies, aging plant and 

Developing Long-Term equipment, 88 well as challenges to GPO control over government 

Goals and Strategies printing, suggest that the time has come for the Joint Committee to 
address the fUure role of GPO. To do this, GPO needs an effective stra- 
tegic planning process. While management historically has recognized 
the need to address long-term challenges through strategic planning, 
attempts to institutionalize such a process have been unsuccessful. (See 
P. 66.) 

Although GPO reactivated its strategic planning process in 1989, plan- 
ning activities lacked direction from top management, had not involved 
key external and internal players, and did not drive budget develop 
ment. But an important step has been taken by the new Public printer- 
the articulation of agency goals and objectives. In May 1999 he identi- 
fied three preliminary goals. They were (1) maintain and improve client 
satisfaction; (2) modemixe GPO operations; and (3) determine GPO'S 
future role. (See p. 69.) 
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Exam&e Summuy 

The basic step needed next is, under the leadership of the Joint Com- 
mittee, having the Public Printer, Congress, the federal agencies, and the 
GPO unions-in a collaborative decisionmaking effort-address funda- 
mental issues related to GPO's future role. Critical questions to be 
addressed include: 

l Should GPO’S control over federal printing be maintalned? 
. Should GPO become primarily a contracting operation? 
. Should GPO charge competitive prices to customers? 
l What are the implications of new technology on GPO and on its 

customers? 

Answering these and other questions will help determine what lines of 
business GPO should pursue in the future. Once the strategic decisions 
about GPO'S future role have been made, GPO will need to be staffed and 
equipped to carry out that role. In that connection, GAO found that GPO 
had not done any workforce planning despite rapidly changing tech- 
nology and an aging workforce, and has no capital investment plan 
despite its dependence on old, inefficient equipment. (See pp. 69-70.) 

Recommendations To address the operational problems in GPO operations, GAO recommends 
that the Public Printer: 

l Improve scheduling of work in the central plant so that most work is 
done during the week, thereby reducing weekend overtime significantly 
and decreasing idle machine time. (See p. 43.) 

. Establish goals and take action to reduce waste and spoilage. (See p. 43.) 

. Adopt a comprehensive quality management strategy. (See p. 43.) 

. Improve the information on contractor performance and issue guidance 
on how to best use that information in awarding contracts. (See p. 52.) 

l Provide more information on customers’ bills, furnish accurate and 
timely information on the status of work, obtain and analyze customer 
feedback, and improve complaint resolution. (See p. 68.) 

l Improve the system for measuring managers’ performance by strength- 
ening the performance plans. (See p. 65.) 

l Overhaul the Executive Information System to improve its timeliness 
and usefulness to top managers. (See p. 65.) 

To prepare GPO for the future, GAO recommends that the Joint Com- 
mittee take the lead in convening a group that would include the Public 
Printer, Congress, federal agencies, the GPO unions, and others to decide 
the future role and mission of GPO. Within the framework of an 
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improved strategic planning process, this group should answer the crit- 
ical qUeStiOnS concerning GPO’s fUtUre role in government printing. once 
that future role has been determined, actions should be initiated to staff 
and equip GPO to carry out that role. Regardless of the outcome of any 
future role discussions, GPO needs to correct its operational problems. 

Agency Comments GAO solicited comments on a draft of this report from GPO; the Chairman 
of the Joint Council of Unions, which represents GPO'S skilled trades- 
people; and the presidents of the two unions that represent white-collar 
workers and machinists. The comments from GPO, the Chairman of the 
Joint Council, and the local chapter of the American Federation of Gov- 
ernment Employees are in appendixes II, III, and IV. The president of 
the machinists’ union chose not to respond. 

GPO generally COncUrred with GAO’S recommendations. GPO stated that 
the report made a significant contribution in addressing the challenges 
confronting GPO’S operations, the resolution of which are essential to 
improving efficiency and costeffectiveness. In numerous instances, it 
reported that actions responsive to GAO’S recommendations were 
underway. However, GPO also said that it did not believe its operational 
deficiencies were attributable to its monopoly-like status. It said the 
problems in the report were managerial and not structural or systemic 
innature. 

GA0 agrees that better management can improve G&s operational 
problems. But GAO also believes that GPO’S centralized control over gov- 
ernment printing creates an environment that offers little incentive for 
efficiency. Thus, GPO managers will need to be mindful of this environ- 
ment as they work to ensure that corrective actions receive the sus- 
tained attention needed to produce fundamental management 
improvement. 

GPO also provided a number of technical comments, which were incorpo- 
rated into the body of the report where warranted. 

The Chairman of the Joint Council of Unions generally agreed that GPO 
should be as efficient as possible. However, he stated that high levels of 
idle time and waste and spoilage were symptoms, rather than causes, of 
GPO’s high costs in its production operations. He said that inadequate 
numbers of production staff, the use of certain GPO equipment for a lim- 
ited number of products, and the equipment age were the causes of idle 
time and waste and spoilage. 



In the review, GAO eliminated understaffed and limited-use machine 
groups, with the assistance of GPO’s production officials, from the anal- 
ysis of idle time. Subsequent GAO work showed no correlation between 
the age of equipment and idle time; GPO officials said the age of equip 
ment was one of the factors that affected waste and spoilage, but also 
stated that current levels were higher than they would have liked them 
tobe. 

Local 2876 of the American Federation of Government Employees was 
in agreement with the recommendations in the report, eqxcially the rec- 
ommendation that the Joint Committee convene a group that includes 
GPO’S unions to decide the future role and mission of the agency. It also 
commented that overtime is a result of management decisions about 
when and how much work will be done, that wage rates and benefits 
were negotiated in accordance with laws and procedures, and that labor 
cost issues were presented in a balanced and forthright manner in the 
report. 
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Chapter 1 

Introduction 

kom census forms to top secret manuals, the federal government 
spends over a billion dollars a year meeting its printing needs. By law, 
the Government Printing Office (GPO)-a legislative branch agency- 
must either procure from commercial sources or produce in-house most 
federal government printing. In fiscal year 1989, it printed or procured 
about 1.9 billion publications and processed an average of about 1,300 
orders per day. GPO'S central plant is one of the largest, most diverse 
printing facilities in North America. In fiscal year 1989, it produced 10 
billion pages, for which it billed its congressional and agency customers 
about $160 million. 

Total revenues for GPO were about $1 billion in fiscal year 1989. Produc- 
tion operations generated about $227 million and procurement operation 
revenues totakd about $726 million. The remainder came from its sale 
of publications and ita library programs. GPO receives appropriations to 
pay for congreesiortal printing and salaries and expenses (a total of 
$97.2 million, hcluding $11.4 million in transfers, in fiscal year 1989). 
GPO billed $942.2 million to its executive, judicial, and legislative branch 
customers for their printing work through a revolving fund in fiscal 
year 1989. GPO’s book&ores and mail order sales generated profits of 
about $5.2 million on sales of $75.7 million. GPO's revenues are summa- 
rizedinfigure 1.1. 



In-House Printing ($227 million) 

Other ($103 million) (Note 1) 

69%~ - Purchasecf Printing ($726 million) 

(Note 1) Ofher inducfes about $37 million in printing produced or procured for the GPO safes 
program- 

Mqjor fti year 1989 expenses include payments of about $682 million 
to contractors and about $212 million in personnel costs. Figure 1.2 sum- 
marizes GPO'S expenses for fiscal year 1989.1 GPO'S revenues have 
increased 47 percent since 1981, while expenses have risen 46 percent. 

-._ 



F&MO 1.2: QPO Expmso6 for Flacd ykr 

6% 
Supplies and Materials ($64 million) 

l0h 
Depreciation ($6 million) 

6% 
Other Expenses ($65 million) 

Personnel Compensation ($212 million) 

Purchased Printing ($682 million) 

Note: Net expenses exduda about $37 million related to printing produced or procured for the GPO 
sales program. 

At the request of the Joint Committee on Printing (JCP), we conducted an 
overab assessment of the printing and procurement operations of GPO. 

Evolution of The printing of government documents began in colonial times; starting 

Government Printing 
in 1799, various printers sought federal printing work. Tree enter- 
prise” pub& printing continued from 1789 until just before the Civil 
War, when charges of corruption had become widespread. In 1858, the 
House Select Committee on Printing estimated that various government 
officials received a total of about $240,000 a year from the subcon- 
tractor who did the actual printing in return for the rights to do the 
work. The committee said, “It is a grand monopoly for a few individuals, 
who reap therefrom enormous profits.” The abuses led to the establish- 
ment of GPO, which opened on the day of Abraham Lincoln’s inaugura- 
tion (March 4,185l). GPO's role was to produce, procure, and distribute 
government information. 
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In its early years, GPO produced significant savings. For example, the 
Superintendent of Public Printing (the forerunner of today’s Public 
Printer, a presidential appointee! who heads GPO) reported that for fiscal 
year 1864 public printing cost $328,249-a savings of $288,660 over 
the previous rates. The lower costs resulted in a gradual increase in the 
share of the federal printing done by GPO. Patent work was added in 
November 1868. Today, GPO still produces the Patent and Trademark 
Official Gazette, which initially was printed in 1872. About that time 
GPO also began printing one of its major products-the Congressional 
Record-which had been produced by a private printer until 1873. 

GPO'S current legal foundation, Title 44 of the United States Code, also 
has its roots in this era with the passage of the Printing Act of 1896. 
Among other things, the act created the Superintendent of Documents to 
oversee the dissemination of federal documents to selected libraries, 
known as depository libraries. By 1989, there were about 1,400 deposi- 
tory libraries. 

Wartime Printing Demands 
Forced Reliance on 
Contract Printers 

From the 1870s until World War I, GPO grew gradually. Its relationship 
with Congress was characterized by two themes: (1) continual efforts by 
the various Public Printers to modernize buildings and equipment and 
(2) frequent congressional concern about high costs and high wages. 

Increased demand for printing as a result of the war effort led agencies 
to rely more on private contract printers. In 1918, the Public Printer 
estimated that agencies were overpaying by an average of 60 percent 
compared with GPO costs. He recommended legislation that would 
require all government printing and binding orders to go to GPO. He felt 
GPO could supplement its in-house printing effort with contract printing, 
if necessary. Congress heeded the Public Printer’s advice and directed 
that after June 1919 all work be done at the GPO, except as designated 
by the JCP. By 1941, GPO was producing about $27 million in government 
printing and procuring about $2 million more. 

World War II shifted the mix of produced and procured work. In-house 
production at GPO’S Washington, DC., plant expanded 34 percent to $36 
million while commercial printing increased 26 times to about $60 mil- 
lion. In 1942, GPO decentralized to five other major cities to deal with 
wartime needs by creating warehouses which also procured printing. 
Decentralization continued in 1944, when GPO added two purchasing 
offices in St. Louis and Philadelphia. GPO’s total workforce reached 
7,313. 
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At the end of the war, the warehouses and other offices were closed and 
GPO'S national presence ended, but field printing operations were 
opened. By 1961, GPO'S Field Service Division was operating plants in six 
cities. GPO added its first %?gional Printing Procurement office (RPPO) in 
1969. Today, GPO has 14 RPF@ and 6 satellite RPFos. 

After World War II, GPO began to extensively modernize its operation. 
Offset printing was organized into its own division in 1964. During the 
19709, GPO purchased about half of its current presses and large bindery 
machines. In 1986, GPO added new presses with five-color capability to 
print postal cards, replacing equipment originally put in service in 1926. 
By 1988, GPO was printing over 600 million postal cards a year on two 
Shifts. 

In 1962, GPO became very concerned about the capacity and efficiency of 
its multi-level North Capitol Street buildings. To address these concerns, 
the Public Printer wanted to build in a new location because he felt that 
expanding would only complicate an already difficult palxr handling 
process. What was needed instead, he recommended, was a modem one- 
level plant. GPO obtained approval to relocate in April 1964, but over 6 
years of efforts to locate and agree on a site eventually failed. In a 1982 
report,* we identified a number of problems in GPO’s facilities and recom- 
mended that GPO carry out a cost benefit analysis of the three options- 
redesign, expansion, or relocation-immediately. 

Responsibilities, 
Resources, Facilities, 
union6 

GPO now has many roles in addition to being Congress’ printer. It pro- 

and duces or procures printing for almost all federal agencies, including the 
executive and judicial branches and legislative branch agencies, such as 
the Library of Congress and GAO. In addition, GPO distributes federal 
publications to the nearly 1,400 depository libraries and sells individual 
documents and federal periodicals by mail order and through 23 
bookstores. 

In fiscal year 1989, GPO employed about 6,000 people, as shown in figure 
1.3. About 4,400 of GPO'S staff are located at the Central Office including 
about 600 with the document sales program in Washington, D.C., and in 
Laurel, Maryland. About 230 of the staff are located in the 6 field 
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printing plants and about 230 in the 20 regional procurement offices.8 
The remaining staff work in the other document sales locations with 
about 80 at the program’s Pueblo, Colorado faciIities and 90 at its other 
bookstores. See appendix I for Gpo’s current organization. 

F&m 1.3: a#, 8Wing (Fiscal Year 1989) 

13% 

“‘j 30% 

18% 

!lLLb :' 

Administrative Operatiis (666) 

In-House Printing (1,961) 

Procurement (692) 

Information Dissemination Programs 
(913) 

I 4% 
Materials Management (193) 

Some: GPO Fiscal Year 1991 Budget &quest 

GPO’S workforce of about 5,000 employees has been shrink@ in 
response to congressional limits. As shown in figure 1.4, by the end of 
fiscal year 1989, the workforce was down about 30 percent from its 
high of 7,122 at the end of fiscal year 1979. The reduction has occurred 
Iargely through attrition and a hiring freeze. 
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GPO has a tradition of a strongly unionized labor force. It is a large fed- 
eral agency employer of bluecollar workers, with about 3,900 
employees in units represented by unions, including about half of GPO'S 

white-collar workers in the Central Office. Overall, about 69 percent of 
these 3,900 GPO employees belong to the 17 GPO union locals. 

JCP Relationship With 
GPO 

Under the Government Printing and Binding Regulations (GPBR), the JCP 
controls the planning, regulating, operating, and reviewing of all federal 
printing and its distribution. The JCP and GPO oversee the implementa- 
tion of the regulations. 

While GPO deals with congressional legislative and appropriations com- 
mittees much like other agencies, it has a special relationship with the 
JCP that dates back to GPO’s founding in 1361. At present, the JCP has the 
authority to issue resolutions and regulations binding on GPO. The JCP 
must approve GPO purchases exceeding $60,000 and interagency agree- 
ments over $20,000. Jcp approval is also required for relocation of cpo 
facilities, implementation of new services, and decisions affecting the 
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scope and character of federal printing. The JCP is frequently described 
as being equivalent to a Board of Directors. 

Objectives, Scope, and In response to JCP’S request, our objective was to assess the effectiveness 

methodology 
and efficiency of the management of GPO’S production, procurement, 
customer service, accountability, and strategic planning activities. 

We used a number of different approaches to understand how GPO oper- 
ates, what work it performs, how it relates to customers and contrac- 
tors, and what issues it faces today and will face in the future. We 
analyzed various studies and reports such as a 1988 report by the Office 
of Technology Assessment (oTA),' a 1983 staff study on Federal Printing 
Management by the National Academy of Public Administration (NAPA): 

a report of a Jcpsponsored procurem ent task forcef and a number of 
previously issued GAO reports7 We also reviewed GPO documents, such as 
strategic plans, annual reports, issues papers, printing procurement reg- 
ulations, manuals, and procedures. 

We visited two GPO regional Offices-Denver and Atlanta-that GPO 
managers indicated were representative of regional activities. We con- 
ducted 16 focus group interviews with GPO employees, customers, and 
contractors both in those regions and in Washington, D.C. In the course 
of our review, we held over 130 interviews with GPO top managers, 
employees, union representatives, agency and congressional customers, 
and other interested parties. 

To identify issues, we analyzed information from various GPO computer- 
ized and manual information systems and reviewed various records. A 
key system for our review was GPO's Executive Information System (EIS). 
It contains financial, delivery, production, procurement, overtime, 
staff-, retirement, and other data from GPO's major components. The 
data are displayed in graphic formats. While we did not verify the accu- 
racy of the data in this and other systems, we did review system 
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description information and discussed system operation with GPO'S 
Office of Information Resources staff. 

To develop information on the current GPO staff, we relied on GPO's man- 
agers to provide us information on staff assignments and analyzed 
information from GPO's labor management group to determine wage 
rates and union membership. We also met with the Chairman of GPO'S 
Joint Council of Unions to get his perspective on Gpo. 

To ilhmtrate the cost of GPO’s in-house production operation we reviewed 
data developed by UIA. We also reviewed selected GPO in-house jobs 
where cost overruns had been identified. 

We used automated scheduling information from GPO’S production infor- 
mation systems to identify the portions of work produced in-house for 
Congress and the agencies. We also used these data to analyze the sched- 
uling of in-house work, specifically examining when work is received 
and what day it is scheduled to be delivered. 

To analyze GPO overtime work, we reviewed the amount of work done on 
two random weekends-one when Congress was in session and one 
when Congress was not in session. To compute GPO's overtime and idle 
time, we analyzed computerized information from GPO'S Production 
Reporting Operation, Budgeting, and Expenses system (PROBE) and per- 
sonnel and accounting systems. We also analyzed GPO reports. 

In our review of GPO'S in-house production, we analyzed GP@maintained 
data. To determine the age and cost of GPO'S presses and large bindery 
equipment, we reviewed equipment purchase data from production and 
financial records provided by GPO'S Office of the Inspe&or General. 
Because no industry standards were available, we used GPO depreciation 
records to assess the extent to which GPO is using equipment that has 
exceeded its estimated useful life. 

To compute the cost of waste and spoilage, we analyzed GPO quarterly 
reports and asked GPO staff to de&mine the average cost of the paper 
used in GPO'S plant. We then muhiplied the paper cost by the amount of 
spoilage reported in GPO'S reports. To determine the number and cost of 
jobs sent back to press due to spoilage, we relied on ED data. 

To determine how GPO performs in comparison to in-house production 
goals, we compared GPO actual production output for fisca year 1989 



with the GPO production goals for the lAterpress and Offset Press 8ec- 
tions and large machines in the Bindery Division. We then counted how 
many operations met the goals and how many fell short of the goals and 
measured the extent to which they met or failed to meet the goals. 

As part of our review of procurement operations, we analyzed data from 
GPO'S Procurement Information and Control System (PIGS). We used 
delivery performance data entered into PICIS to analyze contractor per- 
formance. We also reviewed GPO reports on contractor performance to 
identify contractors who delivered more than 16 percent of their jobs 
late. 

To verify the concerns expressed by GPO customers in our focus group 
interviews, we surveyed 33 representatives of congressional and agency 
customers regarding their satisfaction with GPO in several areas. We 
selected the largest customers based upon average billings for fiscal 
years 1986 to 1989. From the top 10 agency customers, we selected a 
total of 23 participants (12 printers and 11 publishers) with the help of 
input from GPO'S Customer Service Ikpartment, the Federal Publishers 
Committee, and the Interagency Council on Printing and Publications 
Services.7 We selected 10 congressional participants representing the 
largest congressional customers with the help of input from GPO'S Con- 
gressional Printing Management Division. We pretested the survey with 
representatives of other large congressional and agency customers. To 
determine the number of customer quality, timeliness, and billing com- 
plaints, we reviewed records of GPO'S Customer Service and Procurement 
Departments and its Financial Management Service. 

To assess GPO’S performance management system, we obtained position 
descriptions and performance plans for 27 of 0~0’s 30 top managers. 
Performance plans had not been developed for the other three man- 
agers. We determined that 19 of the 27 managers had responsibilities 
that lent themselves to the use of measurable &mdards and analyzed 
their plans to identify those plans with measumble standards. We also 
identified those managers who in our judgment had responsibility under 
‘their position descriptions for production, procurement, or customer ser- 
vice activities. We reviewed their plans to ascertain whether they had 
standards that were related to those responsibilities and whether the 
standards were measurable. 
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As part of our analysis of the ELS, we analyzed how long it took to access 
the 17 graphs that the developers of the EIS regarded as the most criti- 
cally needed by agency managers. To determine the extent to which the 
EIS was being used, we reviewed GPO’S frequency of use records for each 
graph in the system as of April 19,1000. We also used information from 
two commercial developers of executive information systems to develop 
Criteria for assessing GPO’S EEL 

We examined past GPO strategic plans and solicited the views of former 
and current planning officials and other agency senior officials to assess 
we’s -nt strategic planning effort. In addition, we compared GPO’s 
planning approach with the strategic planning approaches used at other 
federal agencies where we had done management reviews. 

Our review was done from September 1080 to May 1000, using generally 
accepted government auditing standards. 



Monopoly-Like Status Dominakes Environment 
and Inhences Efficiency of Operations 

In any organization, the environment shapes its operation. The environ- 
ment of private sector printing is characterizd by rapidly changing 
technology driven by computer and other equipment advances. Histori- 
cally, GPO'S legal authority to control most of the printing for the federal 
government has insulated it from market forces. This monopoly-like 
status has dominated GPO operations and allowed high labor and admin- 
istrative costs to be passed on directly to customers. In recent years, 
agency customers have begun to challenge GPO'S monopoly-like 
authority. Also, its role as the government’s primary printer is being 
threatened by the increasing technological capability of the agencies to 
meet their own printing needs. In addition, potential decreases in cus- 
tomer demand weaken GPO's economic base. 

Monopoly-Like Status Has 
Insulated GPO From 
Competition Historically 

GPO'S monopoly-like status dominates its environment and creates few 
real incentives to improve the efficiency and effectiveness of operations. 
The GPFIR of the JCP, issued under the provisions of Title 44, governs all 
federal printing. The GPBR provides that federal printing requirements 
be fulfilled through GPO unless a waiver is granted by the JCP. Although 
waivers are issued under certain &xmstances, GPO is essentially a man- 
datory source for government printing, including commercial 
procurement. 

In late 1987, the Federal Publishers Committee @PC), an organization of 
700 federal agency and private sector members who promote the cost- 
effective dissemination of information in the federal government, com- 
mented on GPO'S monopoly-like status. The Committee Chair wrote, “the 
FFC believes that GPO should not have a monopoly on federal pub- 
lishing-paper or electronic-because of the intrinsic problems with all 
monopolies: They can and often do take their customers for granted, 
charge the amount they wish, deliver when they will, and let quality 
suffer.” 

We believe that GPO’s insulation from market forces influences the 
degree to which it has to 

. charge competitive prices for production and procurement services; 

. improve efficiency of unprofitable or ineffective operations; 

. ensure the timeliness and the quality of printed and procured products; 
and 

l collect, analyze, and address customer complaints about price, quality, 
timeliness, or GPO responSiVenesS. 



Within the guidelines specified in Title 44, GPO has discretion to decide 
whether to print work in-house or to contract it out without consulting 
customers. While GPO gives congressional work preferential treatment, it 
can use executive branch orders to keep its plants fully occupied, is 
authorized to price its services to recover its actual costs, and can thus 
charge agencies the higher prices needed to recoup its in-house printing 
costs. For work contracted out on the behalf of agency customers, GPO 
decides who will do the job and whether the product is satisfactory. To 
recoup its handling costs, it currently adds between a 6 and 9 percent 
surcharge to the contractor’s bill on orders placed with commercial 
printers for agency customers. In his May 20,1006, remarks to GPO’s 
regional managers, the newly appointed Public printer stated that all of 
GPO’s managers had a mission to ensure that their operations provide 
quality, timely, cost+ffective products and services to client federal 
agencies. 

H@hLaborand Hi labor and administrative costs characterize GPO operations, and, 

Admhistrative Costs Are sinceitcanrecaupits~ceets,th~costsarepassedontoGpg’s 

PassedontoCustomers customers directly. GPO’s labor rates, which are negotiated with 13 of its 
17 unions for both blue-collar and white-collar workers, are relatively 
high when compared to similar private sector operations. GPO estimated 
that as of January 1980, its average hourly earnings were about 60 per- 
cent higher than the printing industry as a whole. Wage cost comparison 
information developed by GPO shows that the wage rates for a number of 
its Ski&d trades exceed those Of 1oca.l printers. Also, most Of GPO'S 

workers have a 30-minute paid lunch on each shift, which means that 
employees are paid a full 8 hours for 7 l/2 hours of work daily. 

h addition, GPO’S admin&rative costs represent a substantial portion of 
GPO’S overall costs. For example, only about 46 percent of GPO’S labor 
hours are directly chargeable to in-house production jobs. The remaining 
66 percent consists of nonchargeable labor hours, such as machine 
maintenance and cleaning operations as well as supervisory, managerial, 
and administrative time. 

Other m&r costs in the overhead account that are passed on to cus- 
tomers are charges @a&d to the operation and maintenance of GPO’S 
buildings. GPO'S fii fireproof building-still in -was completed at 
the turn of the century. The four main buildings it uses today were con- 
structed in 1003,1030,1938, and 1940, making the newest about 60 
years old. GPO'S central plant is located in this complex of multi-story 



buildings of up to eight stories. Building expense charges associated 
with its main plant totalled about $13 million in fiscal year 1989. 

Executive and administrative staff salaries and benefits are also 
included in overhead, as are other administrative expenses, including 
securie, worker health care and safety, equal employment opportunity 
rights enforcement, and the Inspector General’s office. These latter four 
functions contributed about $6 million to GPO’S overall costs. 

Monopoly-Like Status 
Challenged by Agencies 

In recent years, GPO'S monopoly-like status over government printing 
has come under fire on efficiency and effectiveness grounds. A 1981 GAO 
report concluded that “. . . the government’s current organizational 
structure is not the most appropriate for satisfying total government 
printing and distribution needs in an economical and effective manner.“’ 

In a 1083 staff study, NAPA said the current centralized structure does 
not conform to prudent business practices from the standpoint of man- 
agement and controls, and does not afford the executive branch suffi- 
cient flexibility in satisfying ifs own printing needs. It recommended 
that the JCP and others ‘*establish a joint project to develop broad plans 
for efficient and effective systems for printing. . .” and said that to 
achieve cost-efficient and efftxtive management, the JCP should revise 
the GPBB to “permit federal executive branch agencies the option, if they 
choose, to contract directly with private printers . . . .“2 

In an April 19,1000 memo relating to H.R. 3849, a bill to expand GPO'S 
control to include other forms of information products and services,3 the 
FTC called for more decentralization of GPO's WhOrity. The committee 
Chair stated that GPO should play a role “9 where appropriate and 
co6t4fective. ppc encourage23 GPO to develop competitively-priced, high 
quality... services which can meet the needs of. . . federal agencies. 
Federal agencies would be able to obtain printing from other sources if 
the co8t and quality of GPO'S work did not compare favorably. . . Decen- 
tr&ation would indeed create a truly responsive GPO organization.” 

‘bgua~ Muugmmt Iamm for Pluming (GAOjPLRD-8132, June 8, Ml). 
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Changing Technology 
Meet Needs 

to The environment of private sector printing operations is characterized 
by rapidly changing technology driven by computers and other equip 
ment advances, In the public sector, agencies have increased their 
ability to meet their own printing needs outside GPO, through technolog- 
ical advances in printing. 

Prepress activities have been particularly affected. mA noted that “one 
key technology trend is the rapid increase in agency automation, which 
means that most agencies already are creating their original information 
products in electronic form, and many are also converting this material 
to a camera-ready format . . . largely because of the widespread penetra- 
tion of computer and word processing technologies and, recently, the 
rapid increase in the use of desktop and high-end electronic publishing.” 
By 1988, GPO reported that it received over 70 percent of the text it 
processed on electronic media, such as magnetic tape or floppy disks. 

CTA estimated that as of fiscal year 1987 agencies had already spent at 
least $400 million on electronic publishing-related technologies. A 1987 
GAO sumey of 1 I4 agencies indicated that Onehalf or more were cur- 
rently operating or pilot testing desktop publishing, computer-aided 
page makeup, and electronic composition technologies, and one-third 
were operating or testing full electronic publishing systems. 

Currently, federal agencies operate more than 236 of their own printing 
plants, and some have received limited authority from the JCP to procure 
printing. In 1988, four agencies were authorized to bypass GPO. Several 
bills have been introduced that would ahow other agencies to bypass 
GPO. 

Changing Customer Needs 
Could Weaken Future 
Demand 

Although GPO can exclusively determine how printing work is done 
given its monopoly-like role, it cannot dictate the printing needs and 
budgets of its customers. In recent years, congressional and agency 
requirements have changed due to changes in workload and program 
emphasis as well as budget decisions. These changes could weaken cus- 
tomer demand and thus the economic base for GPO’s future operations. 

As shown in figure 2.1 both congressional and agency billings have 
increased over the past several years. Congressional billings totalled 
$73.3 million in fiscal year 1989, an increase of 6 percent since 1986; 
executive agency billings totalled $816 miUion, an increase of 16 percent 
since 1086. 
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For fiscal year 1990, Congress has taken several actions that GPO esti- 
mates will result in mandatory reductions of $4 million from the $74 
million originally appropriated for congressional printing and binding. 

Also, GPO anticipates that budget cuts in the Army, Navy, and Air Force 
are likely to significantly reduce printing demands of 3 of GPO’S 10 
largest customers. Figure 2.2 summarizes the t&al billings of the four 
largest agency’customers for the last 6 years. 
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Ikjectd changes in demand for paper formats will also influence the 
degree to which executive agencies need GPO procured printing. urn 
points out that, “The future of GPO printing depends in large measure on 
the plans and activities of Department of Defense (DOD) agencies that 
collectively account for roughly ontdhird of all GPO bii. The defense 
agencies are determined to reduce drastically their dependence on paper 
formats within the next few years.” 

GPO’S monopoly-like status provides few eal incentives to improve in- 
house production, printing procurement, or customer Service activities. 
In addition, opo’s sbategies for holding managers accountable for 
achieving resulta are weak and management information is poor. These 
long-stand@ operational problems, which can be corrected within the 
exist@ legislative authority governing Gpo’s operation, are discussed in 
chapters 3,4,6, and 6. 
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Chapter 7 discusses how strategic planning could be used as a frame 
work to address what the future role of GPO should be in meeting the 
printing needs of the government and considering any necessary legisla- 
tive or other changes needed to implement that role. Steps can and 
should be taken in the short term to begin correct@ the operational 
problems regardless of the outcome of discussions about GPO'S future 
role. 

Agency Comments In commenting on a draft of this report, GPO stated that its operational 
deficiencies were not attributable to its monopoly-like control over gov- 
ernment printing and that problems were manag& andnotstructural 
or systemic in nature. While we believe that GPO’s problems are relabd 
to deficiencies in management and should be cow, GPO’S monopoly- 
like status provides little incentive to correct operational weahwwa 
quickly. Therefore, Gpo managers will need to be mindful of this envi- 
ronment as they face the challenge of ensurhgthat conwtive actions 
receive the sustained attention needed to produce fundamental manage 
ment improvement. Also, we believe that the JCP, GPO, and other con- 
cerned parties need to address questions related to, among other issueS, 
GPO’S sustained control over the px?xurement and production of govem- 
ment printing as part of their joint effort to articulate GiQ’s future role. 
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GPO Should Fteduce In-House Production Costs 
and Improve Production Quality 

GPO's environment does not promote efficient and effective in-house pro- 
duction operations. GPO'S only competition for business is itself in its 
procured printing operations. Even though GPO is armed with years of 
expertise, its in-house production operation produces products at costs 
much higher than the private printers used by GPO. On the basis of lim- 
ited comparisons, we estimated that GPO'S approximately $160 million of 
Central Office printing in fiscal year 1989 might have been procured 
from commercial printers for as little as $76 million. 

GPO'S monopoly-like status has removed the incentives for efficiency and 
has resulted in a costly production operation that consistently uses high 
cost weekend overtime, incurs high levels of waste and spoilage, and 
relies extensively on aging production equipment. Without incentives to 
promote efficiency, GPO needs strong internal systems to promote effi- 
ciency and quality. But those systems are weak at GPO. Efficiency stan- 
dards are based on GPO's own experience, and quality strategies rely on 
post-production inspections rather than a proactive approach. 

GPO’s Production 
Operations 

duced about 32,800 orders for congressional and agency customers. It 
operates three shifts (usually 8:00 am. to 4 p.m., 490 p.m. to 12:00 a.m., 
and 1290 a.m. to 8:00 a.m.) with 60 percent of the workforce on the 
first shift, and 18 and 32 percent on the second and third shifts, 
respectively. 

Table 3.1 shows the number of employees and machines for each major 
production operation. 

T&la 3.1: D+sbmth of MaJof M8cfh.8 
and~Wifhlnhducfbn 
-a Produouon~r Numbar of positiona” 

Prepress 17 552 

Press 53 648 

Bindery 32 605 

Total 103 1,= 

aAs ideMfkd by GPO management in April 1990. 

bAs identified by GPO management in July 1990. 

As indicated in table 3.1, the major portion of GPO’S production 
activity-printing and binding various congressional and executive 
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agency publications- is concentrated in the Press and Binding Divi- 
sions. Major machines that do GPO’s printing and binding work are letter- 
presses, offset presses, large folders, trimmers, and stitchers. The 
Letterpress Section consists of nine different press groups with a total 
of 20 presses. The Offset Press section consists of eight different press 
groups with a total of 33 presses. The Binding Division consists of 18 
large machine groups with a total of 32 large machines. 

High In-House GPO'S in-house production costs have been and continue to be a concern 

Production Costs Have 
to its customers. For example, a 1983 NAPA report on federal printing 
said that agency customers felt GPO'S in-house production costs were too 

Been a Longstanding high. In a 1088 report, cn!~ compared GPO in-house cost estimates for a 

Concern to Agency sample of 20 typical printing jobs with estimates from several alterna- 

Customers 
tive printing sources, including private printing contractors. Basically, 
rn~ asked four private printers, three executive agencies, and GPO'S 
printing procurement office to provide estimates for these jobs. crr~ 
noted that there were limitations associated with the comparison as 
they did not verify the estimates they received. Nevertheless, for all 20 
jobs, when compared against GPO procured printing cost estimates, GPO's 
in-house production costs were the higher, usually over twice as high. In 
fiscal year 1980, overall production operations cost $229.2 million and 
generated revenue of $226.6 million, for a net loss of $2.7 million. This is 
in contrast to GPO'S procured printing activities, which reported a $6.6 
million net income. 

More recently, in response to our survey of GPO'S top agency customers, 
all respondents who had a basis to judge said GPO'S in-house costs were 
too high. In addition, the Interagency Council for Printing and Publica- 
tions &?rvices, a group composed of GPO's agency customers, has also 
recommended that GPO charge agencies rates comparable to prevailing 
local commercial rates, so that agencies are not reimbursing GPO for 
excess capacity that is needed only when Congress is in session. 

GPO has tried to reduce these high prices by negotiating special rates for 
customers on a small number of jobs, but the concerns about high costs 
remain. For example, in one case in fiscal year 1980, GPO procured half 
of the Internal Revenue Service’s (n@ order for Publication 17 (Your 
Federal Income Tax) and produced the other half in-house to fill 
capacity left when &$reas was out of session. Although GPO'S reduced 
rate to IR8 was about 40 percent lower than GPO's projected cost, the 
negotiated rate for the in-house work was still 66 percent higher than 
the price charged by the private contractor that GPO used on the job. 
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Reducing Weekend 
Overtime Could Reduce 
Production Costs 

For the last 3 ‘fiscal years, GPO has scheduled a signScant amount of 
work on the weekend. The principal rationale given by GPO managers 
has been the need to be responsive to Congress. However, our analysis 
of scheduling, production, and delivery data indicates that many con- 
gressional products are not actually scheduled for delivery on Monday, 
that agency work is also done on the weekend, and that idle time exists 
during the regular Monday to FYiday workweek. 

As the printer for both Congress and the executive agencies, GPO is faced 
with the task of efficiently and effectively scheduling an uneven work- 
flow. Currently, GPO schedules all of its in-house production operations 
through an agencywide Production Planning and Scheduling cOmmittee. 
This committee determines when congressional jobs will be produced 
and how much agency work needs to be done in-house to maximize the 
efficiency of the production operation. Scheduling continues to be a key 
management challenge. 

For the past 3 fiscal years, GPO has made extensive use of relatively high 
cost (time and a half) weekend overtime to meet the schedules prepared 
bytheSchedulingCommittee,asshowninfigure3.1. 
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Weekend overtime compensation in Press and Bindery totalled $6.4 mil- 
lion, or about 10 percent of total fiscal year 1989 compensation in those 
amas. 

Because of the lack of documentation in the jobs files concerning why 
particular job are done on weekends, and the difficulty of getting clear 
recollections from individuals given the large number of production 
jobs-about 88,000 in fiscal year 1989-we asked GPO managers why 
work was done on weekends. They told us that weekend work is nor- 
mally devoted to finishing high priority congressional work coming in at 
the end of the week and due out the following Monday. However, our 
analysis of Gpo’sPraduction Estimating and Planning System (PEPS) 
records for fiscal year 1989 showed that about 17 percent of congres- 
sional printingjobs were scheduled for Monday delivery. Only about 6 
percent of these congressional orders were received on the prior 
Thursday, Friday, Saturday, or Sunday, suggesting weekend work might 
be required. While the Scheduling Committee acknowledged in its 1989 
annual report that “due to peaks and valleys, we were actually hunting 
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chepter 3 , 
GPO Shoald Rednee JmHowe Pmdnction 
c4mtaandImprovePmducuon~ty 

for work to take in at times, even giving discounts to justify keeping the 
work,” our analysis showed that 29 percent of the jobs produced on the - 
weekend were agency jobs, and 37 percent of the chargeable machine 
hours reported were devoted to agency work. 

In addition, although GPO worked at least one day on 50 weekends in 
fiscal year 1989, it also recorded idle time on weekdays throughout the 
year. For example, our review of a variety of information from GPO'S 
PROBE system shows that there was idle time in every machine group 
during fiscal year 1989. On average, machines in the Letterpress Section 
were idle 63 percent of the time they were scheduled to operate, and 
machines in the Offset Press Section and the Bindery Division were idle 
47 percent and 59 percent respectively. Idle machine hours were also 
recorded in all three shifts. For example, our review of the records of a 
sample of 76 machines chosen by GPO showed 43 percent idle time 
recorded on the first shift, and 18 and 39 percent recorded on the second 
and third shifts. Also, GPO reported 23,297 idle labor hours1 and 179,682 
idle machine hours due to no work in fiial year 1989. Nearly all of 
these idle machine hours were on weekdays. 

Thus, while there may be a need for some weekend overtime work, it 
also appears that there are opportunities to reduce the existing heavy 
reliance on high cost weekend overtime. 

Waste and Spoilage Costs Effectively managing the materials used in the production process is an 

Millions important part of maintaining a high quality, efficient operation. In 
GPO'S operation, maintaining low paper waste and spoilage levels has 
historically been a major problem that management has tried to address. 
For example, in 1981 the Public Printer initiated an agencywide “War on 
Waste.” GPO'S 1981 strategic plan-the last published-also listed a 
variety of objectives aimed at reducing waste and spoilage, which 
included monthly comparisons of the Production Department’s waste 
levels with printing industry waste levels. 

Currently, GPO managers continue to report on waste and spoilage levels. 
GPO'S Quality Control and Technical Department produces reports 
showing the Production Department’s 3-month moving average of paper 
waste volume. For the 3-month period ending March 1990,4.8 million 

lTheactualnumberofhoursonidktimemaybet.demhM duetoinco~codinginGPG’sPROBE 
systm.AnAuguat1989GpOInspcctoroenerpl’sreportidentukd lllsmwa where employees 
reportedtheywmeworlcirlgwhenthe~wereoutofaervia?.mrepolt mmmmended thatGl’0 
establlshinternalcontrolstoenwrethatlobortimeiareportedcorrectlyinthefuture. 
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pounds of paper waste were generated from the 14.4 million pounds of 
paper used. This paper waste represented 33 percent of the total paper 
issued. Using a 3-month weighted average price per pound of paper 
developed by GPO, we calculated an approximate cost of $2.2 million for 
the 4.8 million pounds of paper waste. As shown in figure 3.2, paper 
waste as a percent of paper issued has ranged from 22 percent to 34 
percent during fiscal year 1989 at a total cost to GPO of about $7 million. 

F@wo 3.2: Monthly P8p.r Sfbdlag~ 
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To better assess GPO'S waste and spoilage performance, we compared its 
waste and spoilage levels to private industry standards. Although GPO'S 
unique wide range of m-house plant operations may not be strictly com- 
parable to private industry activities, our review identified private 
industry waste and spoilage standards ranging from 2 percent to 16 per- 
cent of the paper used. GPO'S waste and spoilage averaged about 12 per- 
cent above the highest private industry standard. 

While the high paper waste and spoilage is in part caused by bad paper, 
the need for press changes to respond to the changing workload 
demands placed on GPO, and material handling problems, it also reflects 
operator mistakes in starting and stopping machines. Lowering waste 
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and spoilage levels should be a priority if GPO is going to promote an 
efficient, high quality, production operation. 

GPO Says Aging 
Equipment Influences 
Production Efficiency 

Another factor contributing to GPO'S production inefficiency is the age of 
its equipment, because the equipment influences both production opera- 
tions and required staffing. GPO managers have publicly stated that part 
of their equipment inventory requires replacement, and they believe 
production efficiency and quality are being adversely affected. 

To examine the age of GPO’s production equipment, we identified, with 
the assistance of GPO’s top Production managers, 86 pieces of critical GPO 
production equipment, including 20 letterpresses, 33 offset presses and 
a variety of binding equipment. The total acquisition value of this equip 
ment was $28.4 million. We compared the actual age of the equipment to 
its useful life, as reported in GPO’s accounting system.2 

Our analysis of the age of this equipment showed that 47 pieces are at 
least 16 years old and 0 pieces were over 30 years old. The average age 
of the Letter-press equipment was 19.6 years, the Offset Press section 
13.7 years, and the Binding Division 18.2 years. 

Our review of GPO’S accounting records showed that 71 of the 86 pieces 
of equ@ment (84 percent) were fully depreciated as of April 1990. In 
other words, according to GPO’S records, which are used to establish 
prices for GPO’S customers, the depreciable life of the asset had been 
exhausted. In fact, 27 of the 71 pieces of equipment had been fully 
depreciated for more than 10 years. F’igure 3.3 gives an overall picture 
of this situation by comparing the average age of the Press and Bindery 
equipment with its average useful life. 



- n 

Avg. Urful Lii (Note 1) 

(Note 1) ‘UseM Life? refers to the number of years over which GPO depdate~ its equipment in its 
acoountinp records. 

Better Approach to Absent the normal market incentives promoting efficient operations, GPO 

Monitoring Efficiency 
must have strong internal systems to promote efficiency and quality. 
However, GPO'S current production efficiency and quality management 

and Quality Needed systems are rehtively weak. Efficiency goah, often based on We’s own 
historical experience, were gemrally not being met and were typically 
low when compared to private industry goals. Also, wo relies on a post- 
production impection strategy to detect quality problems after, rather 
than before, they occur. A more comprehensive approach to managing 
production operations, which would include an orientation toward cus- 
tomer satisfaction, would benefit GPO. 



GPO Should Reduce ln-lloame Production 
Cum8ndImproveFVoductionQmdl~ 

Production Efficiency GPO managers have long recognized the need to establish work efficiency 

Goals Currently Not Being goals for each of the major in-house production processes. For example, 
NAM.& one of the Production Department’s goals in GPO’s 1981 strategic plan 
LVlt=td was to “establish engineered standards, where appropriate, on produc- 

tion processes within each division.” Actual performance would then be 
compared to established goals as one measure of production efficiency. 

Today, GPO has established production efficiency goals for each of its 
major operations, but they are generally based on historical experience 
and/or the results of union negotiation. These goals encompass bindery, 
offset press, and letterpress operations and may establish a time for 
completing an operation, or efficiency level, such as completing 5,000 
printing impressions in an hour. 

To analyze the efficiency of the production operation, we first 
attempted to obtain the latest statistics available on GPO’s actual per- 
formance compared to its goals. But, as one GPO manager said, he has not 
made aggregate comparisons such as these because he feels that he 
knows his area well enough that formal periodic comparisons are not 
needed. However, managers also acknowledged concern that some areas 
may be operating well below their targets. 

Assisted by GPO managers, we identified 30 major machine groups 
within the Letter-press and Offset Press Sections and the Binding Divi- 
sion and compared actual operations for fiscal year 1989 to existing 
goals for 260 different production activities. These activities included 
binding, stitching, and folding publications; running various presses; and 
cutting paper. As shown in table 3.2, our analysis indicated that GPO was 
not meeting its production goals in 66 percent of these activities. 

Trble 3.2: Porcontago ol ProductIon 
Actlv#e8opomtlng6olowaorlfor 
FhCdmf 1809 

Production woa 
Bindery 

Letterpress 

m 01 ActMtles opeyting below 
wa 

rwlowad NUlIbbW Percent 

166 109 65 

45 31 69 

Offset press 37 24 65 

Told 266 164 66 

The extent to which these activities fell below their goals varied consid- 
erably. While we identified activities which operated below their goals, 
others operated close to their goals, while still others ran well above 
them. For example, one large binding activity, where sheets of paper are 
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folded, operated significantly above standard. In another activity, one 
production group operated well below the press running standard. In 
still another activity, a production group operated within 1 percent of 
its established standard for make-ready activities. 

A recent internal GPO analysis of a sample of eight fiscal year 1989 nego 
tiated-price jobs found that GPO was not meeting production goals in the 
press and bindery areas. In addition, an August 1989 internal audit 
report, which reviewed a sample of 30 jobs where customers received a 
firm price estimate, stated that production goals were not being met for 
13 measurable operations. 

Senior Production managers also acknowledged that the current effi- 
ciency goals used in some mJor production operations may be well 
below private printing standards. For example, one major bindery 
activity involving inserting and stitching has efficiency goals that are at 
least 20 percent below manufacturers’ standards. The new Public 
Printer has recently noted that a more rigorous application of engi- 
neered standards to the performance of in-house work will have a posi- 
tive impact on quality. 

Inspections Used 
Quality Problems 

w &ted The quality of GPO's in-house production operations has long been an 
, area of concern. A 1983 study of GPO operations expressed concerns 

about low quality. More recently, 6 out of the 12 agency printers who 
responded to our survey said that the quality of procured printing was 
better than the work GPO produced. In addition, our review of informa- 

-... , tion on GPO'S EJS found that in the fast 9 months of fiscal year 1989, GPO 
sent an average of 26 jobs a month back to press for rework in produc- 
tion, costing an estimated $46,000 a month. This rate is about 10 times 
the rate of reprints for procured work GPO returned to private contrac- 
tors that year. 

To attempt to achieve acceptable levels of product quality, GPO currently 
relies on inspections rather than prevention to address problems in pro- 
duction operations. The production Department does product inspec- 
tions based on random sample or number of items produced. The Quality 
Control and Technical Department also does audits as part of GPO'S 
Quality Assurance Through Attributes Program (QATH). The Depart- 
ment audits the quality of the Production Department’s products and 
uses a variety of standards, such as a limit of 6.6 defects per 100 units. 
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According to GPO, the job of the Quality Control and Technical Depart- 
ment is to develop process controls, inspection techniques, and proce- 
dures for production to use. However, according to the department’s 
Quality Systems Division Chief, Production Department managers are 
not receptive to this approach. The Division Chief said the Quality 
Department is a service organization, and the need and desire for its 
services should be expressed by GPO components. The Production 
Department has expressed no such interest. 

A June 1989 GPO study noted that “The lack of an established quality 
control system for in-house GPO production definitely hurts the image of 
GPO quality. . .” In this study, the Quality Control Department said that 
production currently does not have a systematic approach to assuring 
conformance to quality requirements. 

A Proactive Quality 
Management Approach 
Could Help Improve 
Production Operations 

An effective quality management program emphasizes a customer orien- 
tation and the setting and achieving of ever higher standards for 
quality, timeliness, and efficiency. The approach addresses quality 
issues from a systemic perspective. It involves designing the product on 
the basis of customer needs, producing the product to consistently meet 
the design specifications, and achieving customer satisfaction. The last 
point-customer satisfaction-includes the customer’s perception that 
the cost of a product was reasonable. 

Given GPO'S monopoly-like environment, we believe incentives for pro 
ducing consistently highquality products are not as strong as in the pri- 
vate sector, where customers may take business elsewhere if they are 
dissatisfied with product quality. The Chief of GPO'S Quality Systems 
Division currently advocates a form of comprehensive quality manage- 
ment for GPO. He believes that for such an approach to be effective 
within opo’s environment, there are several essential ingredients, 
including: 

. The effort must have the full involvement of all in the organization, 
from top management to the shop floor operators. 

l The workforce must be assured and convinced that the quality effort 
will be of benefit to every person. 

l The effort must have effective technical support and entail the collec- 
tion of valid and pertinent data to accurately identify the quality 
problems. 
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In May 1900, the Quality Control Department recommended in a memo 
forwarded to the Assistant Public Printer (Operations and Procurement) 
that the introduction of a comprehensive quality management approach 
be considered for GPO. The department described this approach to man- 
aging quality 88 the pursuit of “continual costeffective process 
improvement.” These comments remain under consideration. 

Conclusions GPO'S monopoly-like environment does not provide the same level of 
incentives for production efficiency and quality as private sector opera- 
tions, where customers may simply take their business elsewhere if dis- 
satisfied with high prices or low product quality. Currently, GPO in- 
house production operations costs are high, relative to private printers. 
These high costs and the resulting bills have historically been a concern 
to GPO customers. The lack of incentives has created a production envi- 
ronment that relies on high-cost overtime, incurs high levels of waste 
and spoilage, and relies on aging production equipment. A number of 
steps should be taken to address these issues. Specifically, GPO should 
take action to improve the scheduling of work to minim& the use of 
relatively high cost weekend overtime and idle time and set goals for 
reducing waste and spoilage. Although 0~0 currently has efforts to 
improve efficiency and quality, GPO could benefit from a more compre- 
hensive quality management approach to ensure customer satisfaction. 

Recommendations To improve efficiency and production quality, the Public Printer should 
take the foUowing actions: 

. -, He should revise current central plant production scheduling practices 
to reduce weekend overtime, realigning the existing workflow to better 
utilize the Monday through F’riday work week and reduce idle machine 
and labor time, and contract&@ out additional congressional and/or 
agency work to the extent necessary. 

.*- 
‘i L 

. He should establish a realistic agency goal and take action to reduce 
\.:- waste and spoilage. 

l He should adopt a comprehensive quality management strategy that has 
e IO : 

-. 7. l production efficiency goals commensurate with industry goals to the 
extent possible; 

l an approach that emphasizes the prevention of errors, rather than 
their de&&ion after production; and 

l acustomer satisfaction orientation. 



Agency Comments GPO agreed with our recommendations concerning the need to reduce in- 
house production costs and improve production quality. Since our 
review, GPO said it has taken a number of steps to improve scheduling 
and to reduce the frequency of weekend overtime, equipment idle time 
rates, and current levels of waste and spoilage. Also, it has plans to 
implement a more coordinated approach to quality management and 
modernize GPO equipment. 

However, GPO expressed a concern about comparing its production oper- 
ations and standards to the private sector printing industry. We are 
aware that there are differences between GPO'S printing activities and 
the private sector, and acknowledge that there are some barriers to 
GPO'S achieving private sector standards. However, we believe that, 
while private sector standards may not be fully achievable, there are 
opportunities for GPO to use them as benchmarks, or goals, against 
which future improvements in production operations can be measured. 

Union Comments The Chairman of the Joint Council of Unions agreed that GPO should be 
as efficient as possible; however, he said that high levels of idle time and 
waste and spoilage were symptoms, rather than causes, of GPO'S high 
production costs. He said that inadequate numbers of production staff, 
the use of certain GPO equipment for a limited number of products, and 
equipment age were the causes of idle time and waste and spoilage. 

We recognized that the number of GPO staff in production had decreased 
over the last 5 years, and we also knew that some equipment was 
designed to be used for a limited number of GPO products. We did not 
include these machine groups in our analysis of idle time. 

After our review, we looked at the correlation between the age of GPO’S 
equipment and fiscal year 1989 reported levels of idle time and waste 
and spoilage, but our analysis showed no correlation between equipment 
age and idle time. Although GPO officials told us that they do not collect 
data on the amount of waste and spoilage by machine group, they listed 
the age of equipment as one of the factors that contributes to high levels 
of waste and spoilage. In those interviews, they also told us that 
reported levels of waste and spoilage were higher than they would have 
liked them to be. 

Local 2876 of the American Federation of Government Employees was 
in agreement with the recommendations in the report. It commented 
that overtime is a result of management decisions about when and how 
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much work will be done, that wage rates and benefits were negotiated in 
accordance with laws and GPO procedures, and that labor cost issues 
were presented in a balanced and forthright manner in the report. 

. . . . 
-.. 



Chapter 4 

Better Idomation Needed for Procured 
Printing-s 

Although GPO’s procurement activities offer competitive prices, GPO’S 
procurement operation is faced with a number of management problems 
that affect its ability to effectively serve its customers-the other agen- 
cies of government. An issue critical to customers is the assurance that 
government printing is performed by competent contractors. GPO pro- 
curement officials acknowledge that awarding contracts to competent 
contractors is important; however, (1) they usually do not have easy 
access to information on contractor performance needed for a sound 
contracting system; and (2) no guidance exists on how to best use that 
information. Essentially, GPO continues to award contracts to poor 
performers. 

GPO’s Procurement 
Operations 

G&S procurement operations use private sector contractors in 
attempting to obtain goods and services at the most competitive prices. 
Through the Central Office and a network of 14 regional and 6 satellite 
procurement offices, GPO maintained a list that included approximately 
10,000 eligible contractors as of October 1989. GPO'S procurement activi- 
ties follow Title 44, the regulations of the Jm and GPO'S own Printing 
Procurement Regulation. GPO issues its regulation to prescribe uniform 
policies and procedures for the procurement of printing, binding, and 
related services. 

GPO has procured between 280,000 and 320,000 orders in each of the 
past 6 fiscal years billed at between $663 and $726 million (it filled 
about 293,000 orders billed at about $726 million in fiscal year 1989). 
Work is procured for a customer base of about 135 agencies in all 3 
branches of the federal government. The vast mqiority is procured for 
the executive branch. 

GPO Chdfies p rocurements into three major types-normal bids, small 
purchases, and term contracts. Normal bids and small purchases are 
nonrecurring buys solicited and awarded by GPO. Small purchases are 
buys of $25,999 or less; normal bids exceed $26,099. In fiscal year 1989, 
GPO procured the largest single award contract in its history-$18 mil- 
lion for printing 86 million copies of the 1996 Decennial Census short 
form. Of all jobs procured in fiscal year 1989,20 percent were normal 
bids and small purchases. 

The remaining 80 percent of GPO’S purchases were done through term 
contracts established to meet recurring agency requirements, such as 
magazines and reports. They are normally awarded for a period of 1 
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year. Placing print orders against term contracts can be done by GPO per- 
sonnel or by the customer agency. Term contracts that allow the cus- 
tomer agency to place orders directly with the contractor are called 
“direct deal” term contracts. Over the past 6 fiscal years (19S6-1989), 
66 percent to 67 percent of all print orders were placed against direct 
deal term contracts. 

GPO'S contracting officers enter into and administer contracts. At GPO'S 
Central Office, they share responsibility with other units for monitoring 
contractor performance and communicating with customers. In the 
regions and satellite offices, contracting officers and their staff are 
responsible for all procurement-related duties, inchxling communicating 
with customers and monitoring contra&x performance. 

Information Needed to GPO does not validate shipping information supplied by contractors, and 

Assess Contracting 
Performance Is Not 
Validated or Easily 
Obtained 

other information on contractor performance is not easily accessed. As a 
result, contracting officers have difficulty obtain@ the information 
needed for a sound contract@ system 

Contractor Deli 
Performance Is 
Validated 

#very 
Not 

ln determining whether contractors have met their schedules, GPO offi- 
cials rely on unverified ship dates provided by contractors. As a result, 
GPO does not know if delivery dates in its system are accurate and 
reliable. 

Data on delivery performance is maintained within the Procurement 
Information and Control System (HP) for contra&ing officers to use in 
deteu . gathering for PICK begins when 
the Contract Compliance Section1 generates a daily list of contracts 
scheduled to ship or deliver that day. Each day, procurement clerks call 
contractors to ask them if they have shipped materials on the dates 
spedliedonthelist.Thedatethecontractorsaysajobwasorwillbe 
shipped is entered into the pIcs. GPO does not check whether the con- 
tractor’s claimed ship date matches the actual date materials were 
shipped. 

-- 



Batter Idornutlon Needed for Procued 
printtry- 

The clerks go through the effort of making calls each day, sometimes 
two and three times before they get a date from the contractor. For 
example, on one particular day, procurement clerks were responsible for 
calling 160 contractors for ship dates on 692 jobs. Of the 692 jobs, pro- 
curement clerks were provided with ship dates for 403 of the jobs (58 
percent). For the remaining jobs, contractors had to be called again to 
confirm ship dates. 

Even though GPO tries to call on every job, it does not know whether the 
dates contractors provide are accurate. Occasionally, GPO will find out 
that the contractor did not ship on the date reported when customers 
complain or through other sources. For example, in both fiscal years 
1988 and 1989, the Contract Compliance Section mailed over 50 letters to 
contractors that GPO determined had supplied incorrect ship dates. 

Although the Compliance Section currently has no systematic means of 
determining actual ship dates, GPO had a system designed to validate 
such dates. However, it did not contain accurate information and was 
discontinued. Under that validation system, when the Financial Manage 
ment Service (FM@ received payment vouchers from contractors, it 
would enter actual ship dates from shipping documents into an FMS 
information system separate from PIGS. FAGS then would give Procure- 
ment a weekly delinquency report listing discrepancies (late orders) 
between the promised date entered in PIGS and the actual date in the FMS 
system. However, the FMS manager said this was difficult because of the 
complexity of some delivery requirements, the volume of payment 
vouchers, and higher priorities in FM. 

~llds and the Contract Compliance Section agreed in November 1988 that 
Contract Compliance itself would validate ship dates by reviewing 
microfilm of shipping documents sent in by contractors. These shipping 
documents contain the actual date the materials were picked up from a 
contractor for shipment. Although FTB provided the equipment and nec- 
essary staff for the project almost 2 years ago, the Compliance Section 
has not implemented these procedures because Printing Procurement 
has been unable to install the equipment. 

GPO'S absence of procedures or controls to validate ship dates provided 
by contractors reduces the assurance that data in the system are accu- 
rate. While the lack of data on actual ship dates prevented us from 
making a comprehensive analysis of data base inaccuracies, anecdotal 
information suggests that problems exist. For example, from reviewing 
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PIGS data, we found that even though one GPO contractor made late ship- 
ments, he continued to receive print orders. According to the Chief of 
Contract Compliance, the contractor had provided inaccurate ship dates 
that had not been validated. As a result, his delivery performance had 
not been reflected accurately in his performance history. 

Procurement officials inadvertently became aware of the contractor’s 
actual performance through conversations with him and from a letter 
sent by the contractor admitting that he was experiencing delays with 
shipping some orders. By that time, according to the responsible GPO 
official, the contractor was filing for bankruptcy, was unable to perform 
the work, and subsequently returned several print orders to GPO for re- 
procurement. 

The Manager of the Printing Procurement Department believes that the 
current method of relying on contractors to verify ship dates is the best 
method. He said that contractors are generally honest and that they pn, 
vide the correct dates. However, it appears that GPO offers little incen- 
tive for a contractor to report actual ship dates. 

Of the agency officials who had problems with late delivery who 
responded to our survey, only 2 out of 21 were more than moderately 
satisfied with the way GPO resolved the problem. One commercial con- 
tractor said that “contractors bid on jobs knowing that they can’t meet 
the dates.” 

Data on Contractor 
Performance Are in 
Different Locations 

There are multiple sources of contractor performance data and some 
data are not computerized and are hard to get. Therefore, data on con- 
tractor performance are not easily acce&xd. The 1989 GPO Quality Study 
Group said printing specialists have to gather information from a 
number of sources in order to provide information to contracting 
officers for award decisions. In light of this and the time constraints, the 
study group said that it is important that printing specialists have the 
necessary tools to assist contractmg officers in making awards that pro- 
vide GPO'S clients with quality products. The study group said that infor- 
mation within GPO on potential contractors had to be collected by 

l viewing numerous screens in PIcs for historical information, including 
quality and schedule compliance; 

. discussing any current jobs with responsible contracting officers; and 
l searching manual files maintained by the Central office Quality Assur- 

ance Section (QAS) for evaluations of samples provided by contractors, 
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information from inspections of contractors’ work, and complaints 
information. 

As mentioned above, some contractor performance data on quality are 
maintained manually for each contractor and other historical data are 
automated in PICS. While the c@s staff is available to provide informa- 
tion from contractor files over the phone, the Chief of QAS strongly 
advises that the procuring officials review the files themselves. The 
Chief said that the review of the information in the files, such as sam- 
ples of contractor printing, involves a judgment call that may be better 
made by the procuring staff. 

According to the Quality Study Group, while most of the computer 
information is available to everyone in the central and regional offices, 
paper files are understandably not readily available to everyone. For 
example, we were told that a recent job procured through one of the 
regional offices ran into difficulties because the contracting officer was 
not aware of some limitations of the contractor’s equipment; however, 
the information was in the Central office QAS files. As a result, the job 
was completed 4 months late. Also, the Quality Study group was told of 
a contractor who was in trouble on three jobs and was awarded a fourth 
before there was any indication on the computer files of any problems. 

Guidance Needed on Even if GPO procurement officials were provided with all the informa- 

How to Use Contractor 
tion pertain@ to a contractor’s performance, GPO has not provided a 
f ramework within which this data can be effectively used. GPO has no 

Performance 
Information 

standards on what constitutes poor contractor performance or guidance 
for procurement officials on how to use performance information in 
making procurements. 

The manager of the FVinting Procurement Department said that stan- 
dards or guidance are not provided to contracting officers because it is a 
judgement call for contracting officers. He said situations vary too 
widely for there to be a “cook book” approach. The Chief of the Quality 
Assurance Section also said that although he is available to give advice, 
the decision to award a contract is left to the discretion of the con- 
tracting officer. He said that his section is in no position to begin pro- 
viding such guidance because the section needs to better organize data 
on contractor quality performance and has not yet identified what infor- 
mation is pertinent to evaluating the quality of a contractor’s 
pC?l-fOrmanCe. 
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GPO Continues to Award 
Contracts to Poor 
Performers 

The 1984 Task Force report on the printing procurement program stated 
that printing contractors who provided lower than acceptable work con- 
sistently reappeared on the GPO bidders list. 

Agency customers still believe that GPO awards contracts to less than 
competent contractors. The Interagency Council on Printing and Publi- 
cations Services, an agency advisory group, told the Public Printer in a 
March 12,1990, memo that agencies feel strongly that more needs to be 
done to get rid of and avoid reusing deficient contractors. Of the agency 
officials who responded to our survey, only 3 of 23 were more than 
moderately satisfied that GPO was effectively sanctioning poor per- 
forming contractors. 

We reviewed PIGS data on contractors that appeared in a quarterly GPO 
Compliance report that identified contractors that shipped 15 percent or 
more of their jobs late. In our review, we found that GPO awarded con- 
tracts to 6 contractors in spite of high percentages of late shipments. For 
example, during the last quarter in fiscal year 1989, these 6 contractors 
shipped late on 488, or 28 percent, of their total 1,763 jobs. During that 
time period, all 6 shipped late on at least 17 percent of their jobs, and 3 
of the 6 shipped between 66 and 77 percent of their jobs late. 

These contractors were also awarded jobs during the next two quarters 
in fiscal year 1990. During October 1989 through March 1990, five of 
the six were awarded at least three small purchase contracts or given at 
least three print orders on term contracts. One of the five was awarded 
five small purchase contracts in spite of having shipped between 17 and 
66 percent of his jobs late in each consecutive quarter of fiscal year 
1989. 

Conclusions GPO needs to ensure that only quality contractors are employed to pro- 
vide printing products to agencies. Management problems in the activi- 
ties for collecting and maintaining data on contractors’ ability to provide 
required products within the time specified hinder the ability of pro- 
curement officials to identify poorly performing contractors. Also, the 
lack of criteria on what constitutes poor performance makes it difficult 
for GPO to ensure that only acceptable bidders and contractors are par- 
ticipating in contracts. 
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Recommendations To improve the management of procurement and ensure that procure- 
ment personnel have access to comprehensive and reliable data on con- 
tractor performance prior to making award decisions, the Public Printer 
should take the following actions: 

l He should establish internal control procedures to collect, validate, and 
maintain information on delivery performance. Such procedures should 
require periodic contact directly with customers to validate delivery 
information. 

l He should automate, to the extent possible, data on the quality and time- 
liness of products provided by contractors, or at least make the data 
more accessible. 

. He should issue guidance on the use of quality and timeliness data in 
awarding contracts. 

Agency Comments GPO agreed that information systems needed to be upgraded to improve 
the processes for validating contractor performance, including delivery 
dates, and for obtaining uptodate data easily. GPO also noted that steps 
had been taken to validate some information on contractor shipping and 
delivery dates. 

Although GPO stated that adequate guidance on making contract awards 
is available to contracting officers, our analyses indicated that con- 
tracting officers (1) had no standards on what constituted poor con- 
tractor performance and (2) lacked guidance on how to use performance 
information when making procurement decisions. During our review, 
the manager of GPO’s Printing Procurement Department said that stan- 
dards or guidance were not provided to contracting officers because con- 
tract awards were based on the contracting officers’ judgement. We 
believe the lack of clear guidance has hindered GPO'S ability to ensure 
that only acceptable bidders and contractors receive government con- 
tracts for printing. 
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GPO Should Be More Responsive to the Needs 
of Customers 

For a service organization to be successful in a competitive environment, 
it must identify customers’ needs and continually develop ways to better 
address them. GPO has few incentives to improve service since customers 
are required, by law, to use GPO. Although in recent years GPO has taken 
steps to identify and address congressional and agency customers’ 
needs, these actions have not been adequate. GPO needs to improve its 
customer service program by (1) providing customers with improved 
billing and job status information, (2) developing a system to solicit and 
analyze customer feedback on a regular basis, and (3) improving 
processes to track and resolve customer complaints. 

GPO Does Not Provide GPO leaders recognize that the information they provide their customers 

Customers With 
is important. Yet both congressional and agency customers cited 
problems with the information GPO provides regarding their bills. 

Adequate Information Agency customers also complained about the information GPO provides 
on the status of their work. 

Congressional and Agency In interviews we had, congressional and agency customers complained 

Customers Are Not that GPO does not provide adequate billing information. Only 17 percent 

Satisfied With GPO Billing of the 23 agency officials who responded to our telephone survey were 
- - 
Information 

more than moderately satisfied with the level of detail GPO provides on 
bills. When we reviewed examples of agency and congressional bills, we 
found that they contained confusing codes and unexplained charges. We 
also found that only congressional bills included a cover letter identi- 
fying a GPO contact for billing complaint resolution. 

Congressional and agency customers alike complained that they have 
difficulty in understanding thefr bills, noting that GPO is often not 
helpful in resolving billing questions or explaining discrepancies 
between estimated and actual costs. In two interviews with congres- 
sional customers, we heard complaints that current bills contained 
charges for printing services generated during previous billing periods. 
A similar problem with outdated or inaccurate items appearing on bills 
was a theme in a few of the agency customer focus groups. An addi- 
tional theme occurring among the focus groups, in general, was that 
actual printing costs often were substantially higher than GPO estimated 
costs, sometimes by as much as three times. 
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The 1988 CRA study concluded that the way GPO provides customers with 
billing information essentially places the burden on customers to deter- 
mine the accuracy of information. The study recommended that GPO pro- 
vide itemized billing for all in-house printing and for procured printing 
when the actual cost differs from the estimated cost by more than 10 
percent. The study indicated that this would facilitate follow-up when 
agencies believe there is a serious cost estimate or billing error. GPO has 
not implemented this recommendation, but the Comptroller’s office is 
currently analyzing the feasibility of making revisions in GPO’S billing 
system to list costs separately on certain jobs. 

Agency Customers Say 
They Do Not Receive 
Adequate Job Status - - 
Information 

GPO does not provide agency customers with adequate information on 
the status of work in progress, including when and where work will be 
done. Two major complaints in this area are that GPO (1) does not inform 
agencies ahead of time when work will be produced in-house and (2) 
fails to notify them when orders will be delivered late. 

Agencies generally are hesitant to have work produced in-house because 
doing so may double the price they pay. In our telephone survey of 23 
representatives of agency customers, 83 percent of the 18 agency off’i- 
cials who knew that GPO had done their work in-house in the past year 
said that the cost was too high. For this reason, many agencies specifi- 
cally request that GPO not produce their work in-house; others request 
that GPO at least inform them in advance when their work will be pro- 
duced in-house. Despite this request, 67 percent of the 18 agency offi- 
cials cited above said that GPO never or only occasionally informed them 
ahead of time. 

Agency customers said they also have trouble obtaining scheduling 
information and therefore rarely know in advance when a job will be 
delivered late. Both the 1984 report of the Task Force on the Printing 
Procurement Program and the 1989 report of GPO’s Quality Study Group 
stated that customers often are not notified of a late delivery until the 
expected delivery date or later. Also, in a 1988 letter to the Public 
Printer, the F+PC identified late delivery as a continuing problem. 

A general theme across the focus groups was that GPO often fails to 
notify customers in advance of late deliveries. GPO Customer Service 
officials place the blame on contractors who fail to inform them of late 
deliveries. As mentioned in chapter 4, GPO relies on contractors for this 
information because it does not check on the status of jobs until the day 
they are scheduled to be shipped. 
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Customers said they experience greater difficulty getting information on 
in-house jobs than on procured jobs. Only 4 of the 16 agency officials 
responding to our survey who said their agency uses PIGS knew that they 
could get information on the status of in-house jobs through that system. 
None of the four were greatly satisfied with the information GPO pro- 
vided on in-house jobs. While respondents indicated that more informa- 
tion is available on the status of procured jobs,,only 22 percent of the 23 
agency officials surveyed were more than moderately satisfied with the 
adequacy of this information. 

GPO Does Not 
Regularly Collect and 

and regular means of identifying customer needs and analyzing cus- 
tomer feedback. GPO conducted its first and only survey of a sample of 

Analyze Customer congressional customers’ satisfaction in July 1989. GPO has made few 

Feedback formal attempts to determine agency customers’ satisfaction because it 
felt that past attempts to survey them were ineffective. 

GPO’S last in-depth survey of agency customers, summarized in a 1983 
Inspector General’s report,’ identified many of the same problem areas 
that we found in our review. The report identified the most frequent 
areas of customer dissatisfaction as timeliness, billing practices, and 
inaccurate cost estimates. The Inspector General found that customers 
preferred to have work procured from private contractors, primarily 
because it costs less. Also, the Inspector General reported that most 
agencies wanted to be contacted in advance when a job would be pro- 
duced in-house; most felt that the decision to produce work in-house was 
arbitrary and unfair. 

A Customer Service official told us that GPO does not conduct formal 
satisfaction surveys because, in the past, agencies expressed little 
interest in participating, complaining that GPO did too many surveys. 
Instead of formal surveys, GPO relies on informal feedback from agency 
groups of printers and publishers and on periodic agency visits. GPO has 
responded to this feedback in various ways, including meeting with 
groups of printers and publishers, responding in writing to some com- 
plaints and recommendations, documenting agency visits, and devel- 
oping plans to address concerns. However, the FFC Chair said in an 
interview with us that a systematic user survey would be more valuable 
to GPO than waiting for customer feedback and, in his opinion, agencies 
would be willing to participate. The Vice Chair of the Interagency 

‘Opportunities Ekist To Improve Customer Satisfaction With GPO Opemtbm, Dec. 1983. 
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Council on Printing and Publication Services also agreed that surveying 
agency customers regularly would be a good idea, and could provide GPO 
with valuable feedback. 

GPO Systems for 
Tracking and 
Resolving Customer 
Complaints Are 
Inadequate 

GPO needs to develop better systems to track customer quality, billing, 
and timeliness complaints so it can be more proactive in resolving them. 
GPO'S Customer Service Department is unaware of the scope of cus- 
tome& problems in these three areas because it currently has no formal 
system to track all complaints. The Congressional Printing Management 
Division of the Customer Service Department records some congres- 
sional complaints about quality; the Departmental Account Representa- 
tive Division, however, tracks only those complaints about quality that 
agencies report on a standard form. 

The complaints that GPO tracks do not accurately represent customer 
dissatisfaction. For example, the Customer Service Department recorded 
1,427 agency complaints in fiscal year 1989. This total does not include 
an estimated 1,300 billing complaints and inquiries that were handled 
informally by FMS and at least 29 timeliness complaints agencies regis- 
tered formally with the Procurement Department. Quality and timeli- 
ness complaints that go directly to regional offices also are not included 
in the Customer Service Department’s count. 

Quality of work is very important to GPO’s customers, and is second only 
to timeliness among both agency and congressional respondents in our 
survey of GPO’s largest customers. Yet only 17 percent of the 23 agency 
officials responding to our survey reported being more than moderately 
satisfied with the quality of their printing work. Further, 96 percent of 
the 23 agency officials said that they had had problems with the quality 
of printing jobs within the past year. Only 27 percent of the 22 officials 
who had quality complaints were more than moderately satisfied with 
GPO’S resolution of their quality problems. 

Although GPO tracks some agency quality complaints, it does not analyze 
trends to look for ways to improve customer service. One of the ways 
GPO deals with customer complaints about quality is to offer discounts. 
However, a general theme expressed in the focus groups was that dis- 
counts are not helpful when the agency would prefer better quality 
printing. One focus group participant called discounts a “hollow 
ViCtOl=J7." 
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GPO t3hould Be More Responelve to the Neede 
of Cuetomem 

Another theme heard in our focus groups was that formally registering 
complaints is a time-consuming and difficult process. Customers 
reported that by the time their complaints go through GPO'S proper chan- 
nels, a reprinted job may be a month or more late, and that time con- 
straints often force them to accept poor quality jobs. This same problem 
was identified in past reports by NAPA, the Printing Procurement Pro- 
gram Task Force, GPO'S Quality Study Group, and the FPC. 

Billing Because GPO does not formally track customer complaints, preferring 
instead to handle the problems informally; GPO does not have an accu- 
rate perception of the extent of customers’ billing complaints. Instead of 
tracking billing inquiries directly, the Customer Service Department usu- 
ally refers customers to FM& which receives an estimated 110 billing 
complaints and inquiries per month. 

In our survey of 23 officials from the 10 largest agency customers, we 
found that 78 percent of the respondents had billing complaints in the 
past year, and only 22 percent of the 18 officials who had complaints 
were more than moderately satisfied with GPO’S resolution of their 
complaints. 

Timeliness GPO does not have a system to record customer complaints about timeli- 
ness, and appears to be unaware of the level of dissatisfaction among 
customers in this area. In our survey of 23 agency customers, 83 percent 
selected timeliness as one of the three most important aspects in their 
dealings with GPO. Yet only 26 percent of the 23 agency customers were 
more than moderately satisfied with GPO's timeliness. Ninety-six percent 
of the 23 agency officials reported that they had had problems with late 
delivery within the past year; only 9 percent of the 22 officials who had 
complained were more than moderately satisfied with GPO’S resolution of 
their problem. 

Conclusions to come back to GPO. Thus GPO'S inherent need to keep customers satis- 
fied is not as strong a motivation as it is in the private sector, where 
customers can take their business elsewhere. Although GPO has taken 
steps to identify and address customer needs, its customers say that it 
does not provide them with adequate information on either billing or 
status of their work. In addition, customers’ levels of satisfaction with 
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Agency Comments GPO agreed with all of the recommendations in this chapter and com- 
mented on current plans that are under way to implement them. These 
initiatives include communicating more frequently with congressional 
and agency customers; developing better systems to notify customers of 
and explain work delays; improving billing systems; and providing cus- 
tomers with better, more accurate, and timely information on the status 
of jobs. 
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c-P-6 
GPOSlWXlldImprove~- 
Mmeganent and Esemtlve Information 

Performance System GPO'S leaders should strengthen the performance management system so 

Can Be Better Used to 
that it can be used more effectively as a tool to hold managers account- 
able for achieving results and improving operations. We analyzed the 

Hold Managers fiscal year 1989, or the latest available, performance plans for 27 of 

Accountable GPO'S 30 top managers (3 managers had no plans on file) and found that 
GPO'S ability to hold managers accountable was limited because perform- 
ance plans lacked measurable objectives, contained references to goals 
and objectives that had not been specified for the agency for fiscal year 
1989, and contained language that was too general to establish 
accountability. 

Plans Lack Measurable 
Objectives for 
Improvements in 
Production, Procurement 

The character of performance plans for an organization’s managers 
should vary with the level of managerial responsibility. Plans for the 
top managers responsible for overall agency operations do not lend 
themselves to quantification. The scope of managerial responsibility 

9 
and Customer Service 

becomes more narrowly defined below this level, however, conse- 
quently, measurable standards become more viable and can be used to 
help establish accountability. Of the 27 individuals whose plans we 
reviewed, we believe that about 19 had responsibilities that lent them- 
selves to the use of some measurable standards. Our overall analysis of 
these 19 showed that only 6 had any measurable standards. 

Production and procurement of printing services are major GPO func- 
tions. Our analysis of the 19 performance plans showed that 7 managers 
had production or procurement responsibilities and should have had 
measurable standards for these areas. However, only one of the seven- 
the Director, Engineering Service, whose office maintains GPO equip 
ment-had a measurable standard. This standard stated that produc- 
tivity reports should be issued on time and would not be more than 30 
percent below the established standards for the rating period. 

Although timeliness and product quality were identified as two problem 
areas by GPO'S customers, we did not find timeliness and quality of 
printing services stressed in many of the performance plans. Our anal- 
ysis showed that although some plans had timeliness measurements, 
these requirement generally did not relate to the timeliness of providing 
printing products. For example, one standard in the plan for the Deputy 
Director, Materials Management, specified that “all administrative 
reports are submitted in a timely manner and [meet] all deadlines 95 per- 
cent of the time.” 
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GPO Should Improve Perfommnce 
Management and hecudve Information 

Most plans had a quality standard; however, these standards did not 
lend themselves to measuring improvement in the quality of printed 
products. The performance plan for the Manager, Quality Control and 
Technical Department, states that he “[provides] advice and guidance to 
agency relevant to quality control. Advice and guidance reflects the 
state-of-the-art in printing technology and meets the needs of the 
agency.” A standard for ensuring the timeliness and quality of services 
was present in the plans of some managers in administration and 
resources management. However, neither the Printing Procurement 
Manager nor the Production Manager had performance plans that 
required improvements in operations or workload schedules to provide 
more timely and better quality products to customers. 

Another important GPO responsibility is customer service. Our analysis 
also showed that although eight managers were identified whose role 
indicated that subordinates would have extensive customer contact 
outside the agency, only one of the eight managers had a customer ser- 
vice standard in his plan. 

Although measurements were generally not found in production, pro- 
curement, or customer service managers’ plans, we did find measure- 
ments in performance plans in other areas. For example, the plans for 
the Comptroller and Deputy Comptroller stated that “[no] more than 2 
incidents of FMS priorities conflicting with overall GPO priorities can be 
recorded per rating period.” In addition to those of the Engineering Ser- 
vice Director and the two Comptrollers, plans with some performance 
measures included those for the Library Programs Director; the Deputy 
Director, Materials Management Service; and the Director, Security and 
support. 

Plans Made References to Managers’ performance plans contained statements referring to the 

Goals and Objectives That establishment of goals, objectives, and priorities for accomplishing GPO'S 

Had Not Eken Specified for mission. However, no goals, objectives, or priorities were established 

Fiscal Year 1989 
agencywide for GPO for fiscal year 1989. GPO'S last strategic or agency- 
wide plan was developed in 1981. Since then, GPO has not had a formal 
plan identifying agencywide priorities and goals for providing printing 
services to its customers. 

Given the lack of established agencywide goals, we believe a number of 
the performance plans would be impossible to evaluate. For example, 2 
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of the 27 plans had the standard that “[goals], policies, and plans effec- 
tively promote accomplishment of agency mission by subordinate orga- 
nizations.” An additional 16 plans mentioned in various ways 
establishing goals and priorities to accomplish the agency’s mission, 
objectives, or results. 

GPO has taken a first step in specifying agencywide goals. In late May 
1990, the new Public Printer informally identified a few goals for opera- 
tion improvements. 

Plans Contained Language 
Too General to Establish 
Accountability 

Critical elements and/or standards found in managers’ performance 
plans were not written in specific terms that could be used for holding 
managers accountable for improving operations. For example, the lan- 
guage in some plans did not indicate what an acceptable performance 
level would be or in what time frame the requirements should be met. 
Instead, the plans had general language such as 

“Manages and recommends improvements in internal procedures 
systems”; 
“Provides managerial leadership in development of organization posi- 
tion and policies in relation to technology in order for GPO to effectively 
accomplish its mission”; 
Directs the service organization to meet GPO'S requirements; 
Corrects major problems within a reasonable time; and 
“Directs and oversees the management of all aspects of human, finan- 
cial, and facilities resources within the organization.” 

EIS Should Be 
Improved 

GPO'S Ers was developed to provide management with information on GPO 
operations. However, as currently designed, GPO'S ES (1) lacks useful 
information, (2) lacks easy access to data, (3) has a slow response time, 
and (4) is seldom used by top managers. 

Executive Information 
systems 

GPO’S EIS was developed in-house in 1985, at the Public Printer’s request. 
The estimated development costs were $361,400, which included labor 
and testing. Fiscal year 1989 EB maintenance costs were $262,618. The 
system contained 670 graphs, 17 of which were identified by the EIS 
developers as high-interest graphs and were expected to be of particular 
value to users. The high-interest graphs included delivery performance, 
daily cash, revenue and expense data, accounts receivable, machine 
usage, and overtime hours. The remaining graphs covered various topics 
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such as individual machine usage, labor hours, leave usage, and 
spoilage. At least 23 of GPO’S top managers had access to the ES 

According to Comshare, Inc., an information systems developer, an exec- 
utive information system should 

satisfy top managers’ strategic information needs, 
require no computer skills to operate, 
respond rapidly when accessed, and 
contain reliable data. 

Another system developer, Pilot Executive Software, Inc., defines an 
executive information system as “an automated way to deliver manage- 
ment information to upper-level executives in a form that is easy to 
absorb, easy to manipulate, and doesn’t clutter [an executive’s] desk 
with irrelevant data.” 

GPO’s EIS Does Not 
Provide Useful 
Information 

GPO’s frequency of updating its EXs information varies. Information is 
automatically input into the system from other automated data systems 
daily, weekly, monthly, and in some cases annually. During our review, 
the then-Acting Public Printer and one Assistant Public Printer said 
they relied on their staff to obtain information, .instead of using the EIS. 
According to these managers, their staff prepared the data which were 
therefore more current and more accessible than if the data were from 
EIS. 

In some instances, EIs information is not displayed in a fashion to sup- 
port ease of decision-making. For example, information about GPO’S per- 
formance in the production area was displayed by each machine group, 
but was not aggregated for all groups. 

GPO’s EIS Does Not An EIS should respond rapidly when accessed and be easily manipulated 

Provide Easy Access to by the user. However, if a GPO manager wanted aggregate data on GPO’S 
n-A, overall production performance, he or she would have to access the 
uaw information separately and then total all of the various production 

graphfj. 

The graphs-most of which are in bar format-also present problems 
for many ELS users. Many of the bars are presented in various colors. 
However, some colors do not have enough contrast to distinguish the 
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difference between the various departments. Some graphs do not show 
the individual numbers that make up the bar graph. 

Response Time Is Slow To evaluate EIS responsiveness, we analyzed the system and found it 
took 12 minutes to access the 17 high-interest graphs or an average of 
42 seconds per graph. The then-Acting Public Printer said that the 
system needed to be more automatic and faster in accessing data. 

GPO’s System Is Seldom 
Used by Top Managers 

At the time of our review, the then-Acting Public Printer and the Assis- 
tant Public Printers told us they seldom used the EIS. To determine the 
extent to which EIS was used, we reviewed GPO'S frequency of use 
recorded for each graph. We found that 572 (or 85 percent) of the 670 
graphs had not been reviewed in the last 30 days. In fact, 216 (or 38 
percent) of the 572 had not been viewed since 1987. 

For the 3 l/Zyear period between October 1,1986, and April 19,1990, 
we found that 

l 8 (or 47 percent) of the 17 high-interest graphs were viewed 500 or more 
times; 

l 9 (or 53 percent) of the 17 high-interest graphs were viewed 334 to 495 
times; and 

. 198 (or about 30 percent) of the 670 graphs were reviewed only once. 

Conclusions We recognize that managers cannot always be held accountable for cir- 
cumstances over which they have little or no control, such as budget 
constraints or unforeseeable workload changes. Further, not all plans 
can have quantifiable elements or standards; human relationships and 
judgments are factors involved in evaluating performance. 

Despite these constraints, however, we believe that GPO’s performance 
management system could be strengthened. The need for strong 
accountability is important because GPO efforts to improve operations 
are dependent on internal initiatives rather than driven by external 
market forces. 

GPO’S performance management system could be improved by devel- 
oping performance plans that can be used to better hold managers 
accountable for the successful performance of their duties and responsi- 
bilities. Performance plans should contain (1) measurable objectives for 
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improving production and procurement operations and customer ser- 
vice, (2) only goals and objectives that have been specified, and (3) spe- 
cific language to permit accountability. 

As currently designed, GPO’S managers seldom use the EEL As a result, 
the system is not serving the purpose for which it was intended-to pro- 
vide valuable information for top managers to use in enhancing the effi- 
ciency and effectiveness of GPO operations. 

Recommendations We recommend that the Public Printer strengthen accountability by 
improving top managers performance plans and by using the plans to 
evaluate performance. Specifically, we recommend that, where appro- 
priate, top managers’ performance plans 

l contain measurable objectives for improving production, procurement, 
and customer service operations; 

l include achievement of the Public Printer’s specified goals and objec- 
tives pertaining to managers’ functional areas; and 

l contain specific language that can be used to hold managers accountable 
for performance. 

We recommend that the Public Printer improve the EN and encourage its 
use by 

. identifying the information that is needed to better manage the agency, 
l redesigning the system to meet the information needs of GPO'S top man- 

agers, and 
l improving the response time. 

Agency Comments GPO concurred with our recommendations to strengthen its performance 
management system by including specific and quantifiable measures in 
managers’ performance plans. Current efforts include providing training 
to GPO managers in how to develop adequate and meaningful job ele- 
ments and standards. Also, GPO plans to upgrade its EIS to provide GPO 
managers with meaningful information on a more timely and user- 
friendly basis. 
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strategic Planning: A Tool for Addressing Lmg- 
Range Management Issuues 

Even in its insulated environment, GPO'S top management will face many 
critical challenges over the next 5 to 10 years that emanate from 
long-standing operational problems and changes in the printing environ- 
ment. We believe a strategic planning process can be a valuable tool for 
identifying options for improvement and change and choosing among 
them. 

GPO's past attempts at developing a strategic planning process have been 
unsuccessful and its current planning process needs to be strengthened. 
Above all, GPO, the JCP, and others need to collaborate in (1) deciding 
GPO'S future role in government printing and (2) identifying actions 
needed to implement that role. 

Past Attempts at 
Strategic Planning 
Have Been 
unsuccessful 

While GPO management has recognized the need to address long-range 
challenges through strategic planning, past attempts to institutionalize a 
strategic management approach have been unsuccessful. As early as the 
mid-197Os, GPO leaders established an agencywide planning process 
involving key GPO officials. Although that formal planning process con- 
tinued for approximately 6 years, GPO strategic planning efforts have 
not produced a plan in nearly a decade. The last 5-year plan was pub- 
lished and issued in January 1981. 

In the 1970 plans, GPO's miSSiOn statement referred solely to its statu- 
tory responsibilities under Title 44. GPO’S mission was to 

“provide the printing, binding, and distribution services required by the legislative, 
executive, and judicial branches . . . of the government in accordance with Title 44 
and other laws that are pertinent to the functions of GPO.” 

In its last formal strategic plan, this mission statement had been broad- 
ened to include a reference to satisfying GPO customers’ requirements. 
However, there were no references to the quality or cost of service. 

Although GPO leaders identified broad goals for cost and productivity 
improvements in these early strategic plans, former GPO policy and plan- 
ning officials said that strategic planning goals were never implemented 
and were never used as a tool for decision-m&k@. For example, GPO 
established no formal link between the strategic plan and the budget. 
These officials said that strategic plan objectives were in large part 
numerical pr@ections based on prior year plan estimates rather than on 
GPO'S performance in accomplishing those objectives. 



GPO established a formal Office of Policy and Planning in late 1981. The 
Office reported directly to the Public Printer and was responsible for 
communicating GPO'S policies, identifying conflicts between GPO'S per- 
formance and policy objectives, and ensuring that the Public Printer’s 
goals were implemented. The Office was also responsible for estab- 
lishing an agencywide strategic planning process. 

Former GPO Policy and Planning officials said that the Office was not 
successful in institutionalizing a strategic planning process since it was 
unable to gain the needed consensus from GPO’s top managers on the 
agency’s mission and objectives. As a result, the group never issued a 
formal plan. Instead, it developed issues papers on various topics, such 
as technology, to educate GPO managers. In addition, former Policy and 
Planning officials told us that attempts to link planning activities with 
the budget were unsuccessful during this tune. The Office was abolished 
in 1986. Since then, GPO managers have relied on individual department 
goals and objectives, annual reports, and/or their budgets for strategic 
and operational planning purposes. 

GPO’s Strategic 
Planning Initiative 
NeedstOBe 
Strengthened 

Although GPO reactivated its strategic planning process in 1989, plan- 
ning activities lacked direction from GPO'S top management. Key internal 
and external players had not participated in the planning process; fur- 
ther, the strategic planning did not drive the budgeting process. 

Planning Process Lacked 
Direction From Top 
Management 

GPO began developing another strategic planning process in October 1989 
and established a Strategic Planning Division. GPO leaders recognized the 
need for agency managers to “buy into” planning objectives in order for 
them to be implemented. Consequently, they made the planning process 
“bottom up,” or participative. As of early April 1990, the Chief of the 
strategic Phnning Division had interviewed more than 30 of GPO's 
department managers and staff members in Production, Procurement, 
and Documents. In these interviews, managers have been required to 
make 6 year projections about future facilities, workload, equipment, 
personnel, and technology needs in their operations. This information 
can be valuable if it is developed in the context of some overall direction 
for the agency. However, the planning effort lacked direction from GPO'S 
top management; this weakness was reflected in the ability of GPO'S 
operations managers to assess GPO's future role in government printing 
accurately. 
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Former GPO Policy and Planning officials said that these operations man- 
agers lack the agencywide perspective needed to make strategic plan- 
ning projections. For example, managers involved in pre-press 
operations anticipated stability or growth in their areas over the next 5 
years. These projections seem inconsistent with GPO’S likely future 
involvement in these activities given the increasing use of personal com- 
puters and programs like GPO’s Dial-Up where some pre-press activities 
are performed by GPO customers. 

Also, these same managers anticipate that GPO will become actively 
involved in producing electronically formatted printing products, such 
as CD-ROM (compact disk-read only memory). As such, they intend to 
acquire a “complete, state-of-the-art CD-ROM mastering and replicating 
facility, requiring 2,600 square feet of floor space at an estimated cost 
of $6.6 million.” However, the then Acting Public Printer had not stated 
to what extent GPO would be involved in this new technology or to what 
degree GPO was prepared to make capital investments in this area. 

Key Players Need 
Participate in the 
Process 

.tQ Key external players have not been involved in the planning process. 

Planning Planning activities did not seek the views of the JCP, appropriations 
committees, Office of Management and Budget, congressional and 
agency customers, or special interest groups. 

Key internal players did not participate in strategic planning activities 
either. GPO'S effort only identified the goals of managers in revenue-pro- 
ducing areas. As of late April 1290, managers in GPO'S support functions 
had not been contacted. As a result operations managers were making 
projections about personnel, financial, information, and technology dis- 
semination requirements without input from the managers of those key 
functions. Also, GPO employee unions had not participated in the current 
planning process. 

Strategic Planning Should An effective strategic planning process drives budget formulation 

Drive Budget Development within an organization. However, GPO'S planning process does not drive 
its budget activities, For example, GPO's pro#ctions for fiscal year 1991 
appropriations have preceded the completion of the 1991 strategic plan, 
which is currently in development. The current Chief of the Strategic 
Planning Division said that, rather than having strategic planning drive 
budget formulation at GPO in the future, these processes will be 
concurrent. 
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JCP Should Take the 
Lead in Defining 
GPO’s Future Role l 

. 

. 

. 

. 

Implementing 
Decisions Needed to 

Once GPO's future role has been defined, key subordinate decisions need 
to be made to determine the best staffing, plant, and equipment to carry 
out that role. To date, the JCP has been cautious in approving plant and 

In May 1990, the new Public Printer identified some preliminary goals 
that he wants GPO to address. They are 

to maintain and improve client satisfaction, 
to modernize GPO operations, and 
to determine GPO'S future role. 

The definition of the goals is an important step in dealing with GPO'S 
long-standing operational problems. However, because the specific solu- 
tions to GPO'S operational problems will vary depending on its future 
role in government printing, we believe the next step should be to define 
GPO'S future role. In this context, the JCP should take the lead in bringing 
together a group consisting of the Public Printer, other appropriate con- 
gressional committees, GPO customers, union representatives, and others 
to address critical questions about GPO's mission, operations, workforce, 
and customers. These questions include the following: 

Monopoly-like status. Should GPO's monopoly-like status be maintained 
or should agencies be allowed to produce and procure their own 
printing? Should agencies at least decide which method (in-house pro- 
duction or procurement) GPO will use to meet their printing needs? 
Lines of business. Should GPO become primarily a contracting operation? 
Are there some lines of printing products that GPO should drop while 
concentrating on others? 
Prices and earnings. Should GPO charge its customers competitive prices 
or continue its actual cost recovery pricing strategy for work produced 
in-house? How can GPO'S production operations become more cost effi- 
cient and profitable? 
New technologies. What are the implications of new technologies for GPO 
and its customers? Will GPO play a leadership role in incorporating new 
technologies in printing and information dissemination? 

Carry Out Role Once It equipment requests because of the need to determine GPO’S future 

Is Defined 
direction . 
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Important Workforce 
Issues Need Resolution 

The absence of a strategic plan has limited GPO leaders’ ability to 
address important workforce issues presented by rapidly changing tech- 
nology and an aging workforce. The planning process makes no provi- 
sion for workforce planning despite the fact that GPO will soon be faced 
with the need to re-train workers in light of new printing technologies. 
By 1936, GPO successfully i&rained staff as the agency completed the 
multi-year transition from hot metal to electronic photocomposition. A 
Personnel official said that this effort was successful because it involved 
retraining some workers with similar skills on new equipment. The new 
automation poses different challenges, however, although GPO leaders 
have not identified strategies to meet them. For example, two Personnel 
and Train@ officials said that advanced automation in the pre-press 
area will probably create the need for extensive training in advanced 
written communication, mathematics, and proofreading-skills that 
some GPO employees do not now have. 

Workforce planning also will need to respond effectively to pending 
retirements in key operations and support functions. In April 199927 
percent of GPO’s workforce was eligible to retire within the next 6 years. 
This proportion includes about 36 percent of the employees in the Pro 
duction Department. 

Major Decisions About 
Plant and Equipment Must 
E3e Made 

In his statement to the House Appropriations Committee in late January 
1990, the then-Acting Public Printer referred to GPO’S attempts to mod- 
ernize its plant and equipment and the decade-long effort to replace the 
obsolete letter presses that are used to print the Congressional Record 
and the Federal Register. He also referenced space limitation and layout 
problems in the aging Central Office plant. 

However, despite these expressed needs for new equipment and plant 
improvements, GPO continues to have no comprehensive capital invest- 
ment plan. This lack has made the JCP reluctant to act upon GPO'S out- 
standing requests. Key decisions about future capital and plant 
requirements must be made within the context of strategic planning and 
the articulation of GPO'S future role. 

will be efforts to create a more efficient, more responsive agency and to 
respond effectively to environmental challenges. GPO managers must be 
ever mindful of these challenges as they work to ensure that corrective 
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actions receive the sustained attention needed to produce fundamental 
management improvement. 

GPO leaders have e that long-term needs are not effectively 
addressed by the incremental budgeting process. Consequently, they 
have initiated efforts to reestablish a strategic planning process to 
develop long-range plans. GPO should build upon its early initiatives, 
ensure that planning drives budgeting activities, and familiarize key 
parties and organizations with its strategic planning efforts. It also must 
make the involvement of key internal and external players in plan 
development an intrinsic part of GPO'S management practices. GPO should 
identify and address long-term staffing requirements through workforce 
planning and ensure that there is a link between strategic and workforce 
planing. Also, the strategic plan should support key decision-making 
about plant and equipment. 

We recommend that the Public Printer strengthen GPO’S planning process Recommendations by 

l providing more specific direction and ensuring that the current planning 
processbecOmesanintrinsiCpart OfGPO'SmanagementpraCtiCeS for 
establishing consensus on agency goals and objectives; 

l involving key external and internal players in the process; and 
l ensuring that strategic planning drives budget development and that 

workforce and other subordinate plans flow from the strategic plan. 

Within the framework of the strategic planning process, there needs to 
be a collaborative effort to define GPO's future role. The JCP should take 
the lead in bringing together a collection of GPO leaders, customers, 
unions, and others to identify GPO'S future role. This collaborative effort 
needs to 

l answer the critical questions that will influence and define GPO’S future 
role in government printing; and 

l design and implement a strategy to provide the people, plant, and equip 
ment needed to carry out ,the newly defined role. 

Regardless of the outcome of any future role discussions, GPO needs to 
correct its operational problems. 
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Agency Comments GPO agreed with the recommendations in this chapter. In commenting on 
a draft of this report, GPO emphasized the importance of a strategic plan 
to the establishment of realistic goals and timetables that can be imple- 
mented by its annual budgets, capital investment plans, workforce plan- 
ning and training program, and other managerial functions. It agreed 
that the strategic plan could be used to develop and communicate GPO'S 
future direction to the JCP, Congress, federal agencies, and the public. 

Since the GAO review, GPO has undertaken important first steps to deter- 
mine its future role, under the guidance of the JCP. These steps include 
working with congressional committees to define GPO's future mission 
and examining GPO'S role in expanding its involvement in procuring and 
disseminating electronic formats. 

Union Comments Local 2876 of the American Federation of Government Employees was 
in agreement with our recommendations. It especially agreed with the 
recommendation that the JCP convene a group that includes GPO’S unions 
to decide the future role and mission of the agency. 
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Appendix II 

Comments From the Government 
Printing Office 

United States Government Printing Office 
Washington, DC 20401 

OFFICE OF THE PUBLIC PRINTER 

September 4, 1990 

Mr. Richard L. Fogel 
Assistant Comptroller General 
General Government Division 
United States General Accounting Office 
Washington, DC 20548 

Dear Mr. Fogel: 

Thank you for the opportunity to review the draft report of the 
General Management Review of the Government Printing Office 
(GPO). My comments parallel those I provided recently in a 
hearing before the Joint Committee on Printing (JCP) on the 
findings and recommendations of the General Accounting Office 
(GAO) resulting from that review. 

As I observed at that time, while some of the findings are new to 
me, the overall thrust of the draft confirms my view that 
improvements to GPO's operations are needed, based. on my own 
observations and discussions with Congressional officials, 
representatives of Federal printing and publishing organizations,... 
and other associated interests. . 

Following my confirmation as Public Printer in March 1990, I 
established three primary goals for GPO: maintaining and 
improving client satisfaction with GPO's products and services; 
mpdernizing GPO’s plant, equipment, and workforce; and 
determining and then pursuing GPO's future role in the 
Government. These goals and objectives have already begun to 
address many of the issues raised by the draft report. 

In that regard, I welcome the findings and recommendations 
resulting from GAO's review. They indicate to me that there now 
is a basis for consensus between GAO and GPO on the substance and 
means for improvements to GPO's operations. 
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Btaiatainiag aad Improving Cliaat Satisfaction 

I agree that GPO should reduce in-house production costs and 
improve production quality. In this era of continuing fiscal 
constraint, the cost of GPO's in-house products and services is 
an increasing concern to Congress and Federal agencies. 
Improvements to the efficiency and quality of these operations 
are needed to ensure that the best possible products and services 
are being produced with the Government's printing dollar. 

Reducing Costs. We are currently addressing the issue of weekend 
overtime and other uses of overtime in GPO's production 
operations. This issue is a great concern to me. While the 
time-sensitivity and relatively unpredictable nature of 
Congressional printing needs militate against abandoning the use 
of overtime completely, there are indeed alternative measures 
that can be implemented to reduce the frequency of its use, most 
notably improved scheduling, which would also have an effect on 
reducing equipment idle time rates. 

We are going to take action to evaluate and remedy GPO's paper 
waste and spoilage rates. As I observed in the hearing before 
the JCP, these rates are likely to remain marginally higher than 
those found in the private sector printing industry, given the 
time constraints under which we oparate and the wide variety of 
unique jobs we produce. There are, however, significant 
opportunities for decreasing the rates of paper waste and 
spoilage reported by GAO, particularly in the areas of reducing 
operator mistakes, remedying materials handling problems, and 
improving job scheduling. We intend to pursue these 
opportunities. 

We are also going to address opportunities for incorporating 
cost-saving technology into GPO's production operations. We are 
currently re-evaluating various capital investment proposals to 
establish new priorities for the modernization of GPO's Central 
Office plant and equipment. 

A number of other actions to reduce the costs of GPO's operations 
are underway. To reduce the overhead expense that is allocated 
to GPO's products and services, I have already initiated the 
curtailment of travel, subscriptions, administrative overtime, 
and other controllable costs, and I intend to take other steps, 
including reviewing the amount of supervisory levels throughout 
GPO. Overhead is an area that I would like to have seen the GAO 
review probe more deeply than it did because of its impact on 
GPO's printing rates. I understand, however, that GAO has 
recently initiated a separate effort to review GPO's overhead 
allocation system, and I look forward to the results of that 
study. 
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In addition, we are going to take action to improve other 
features of GPO's printing and binding operations. We will be 
paying close attention to the future of GPO's Rapid Response 
Center, located at the Washington, DC, Navy Yard, in view of its 
past poor financial performance and prospective space changes to 
the Navy Yard area currently under consideration by the General 
Services Administration. This operation was a primary reason for 
the financial loss sustained by GPO's printing and binding 
operations in fiscal year 1999. We also will be looking at 
options to upgrade GPO's buildings and the efficiency of their 
use, as recommended by a previous GAO report. 

Improving Quality. I agree with GAO that a better approach to 
monitoring efficiency and quality is needed. One objective I 
have established calls for GPO to improve its liaison with 
Congress and client agencies on GPO's quality assurance program, 
where I believe there needs to be a greater dialogue. Equipment 
modernization and the improved application of standards to the 
performance of in-house work will have a beneficial impact on 
quality, as the draft report notes. Finally, I found GAO's 
discussion of a Total Quality Management program for GPO to be 
quite interesting. As a result, we are going to address 
opportunities for implementing a more coordinated approach to 
quality management in GPO's Central Office plant. 

Improving Tiacrlinass. I also agree that increased management 
attention needs to be devoted to improving the timeliness of 
GPO's products and services. We plan to address opportunities 
for smoothing the workflow at GPO's Central Office and regional 
plants, encourage realistic delivery estimates for all work, 
explore the potential for limiting priority work for in-house 
production through improved scheduling, and develop better 
systems for notifying our clients of and explaining work delays. 
GAO has made a number of constructive suggestions in these areas. 

Responsiveness to Clients' Weeds. The draft devotes considerable 
attention to the need for GPO to be more responsive to client 
requirements on job status and scheduling, and to upgrade its 
estimating and billing systems to prevent discrepancies and 
provide more accessible methods for resolving complaints. While 
GPO has expanded client access to automated job status systems in 
recent years, the draft notes areas where that access can be 
improved. The draft also discusses potential improvements to 
GPO's estimating and billing systems. GAO's recommendations in 
this area are in line with my objective to improve these systems 
and operations to provide clients with better, more accurate, and 
more timely information. 

I agree that a key factor in being able to respond to clients' 
needs effectively is the extent to which easily accessible 
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information on contractor performance is available to GPO. I 
agree with GAO that current information systems need to be 
upgraded to improve the processes for validating contractor 
performance, including delivery dates, and for obtaining up-to- 
date data easily. 

While adequate guidance on making contract awards is currently 
available to GPO's contracting officers through GPO's Printing 
?rocarmant R8g818tiOa8 and various Government contracting 
guidelines and policies, we also are going to address 
opportunities for making this guidance clearer and more 
accessible to client agencies. The draft report indicates to me, 
for example, that the controlling principles of contract law, 
including the applicable rules of due process, need to be more 
broadly communicated to all clients of GPO'S Printing Procurement 
Program to establish a better understanding of the conditions 
under which GPO may withhold contract awards and suspend or debar 
Government contractors for performance reasons. 

Finally, I have made it an objective for GPO to establish 
stronger cooperative relationships with client agencies. In 
May 1990 I arranged for the establishment of several working 
groups comprising reprasentatives of GPO and member agencies of 
the Iatetagmay Coumil on Printing and Qublishing Services 
(ICPPS) to explore issues pertaining to in-house work, procured 
work, GPO responsiveness to client agencies, and other areas. 
These working groups are pursuing an agenda submitted by ICPPS 
member agencies which closely resembles the issues raised by the 
focus groups used by GAO in the conduct of its review. The 
continued use of such working groups, as well as other, more 
fomaslized measures such as periodic surveys to collect and 
analyze client feedback, as GAO has observed, will be useful for 
keeping in touch with the needs of client agencies. 

Nodsmisiag aDO' Operations 

I agree with GAO that major equipment investment decisions today 
are a key to GPO’s efficiency and effectiveness tomorrow. The 
rapid ongoing pace of technological development has conclusively 
demonstrated the need for GPO to develop and implement a broad- 
scale equipment modernization plan. In this I share the JCP's 
long-standipg concern that GPO's operations need to be upgraded 
to meet the rapidly changing requirements of Congress, Federal 
agencies, and the public for efficient, effective, and economical 
products and services. 

As I have noted, we have already begun the process of re- 
evaluating a wide range of GPO capital investment proposals to 
estsblish new priorities for investment in plant and equipment. 
GPO's modernisation activities will include continued movement 
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toward improving cost-effectiveness at the input or Pre-press end 
of the printing process by continuing to encourage electronic 
submissions of text and data. In addition, other conventional 
printing processes will be upgraded with electronically-enhanced 
equipment to automate labor-intensive functions ,wherever 
possible, and we will continue to incorporate electronic 
information technologies into all GPO programs and services. 

As I observed in the hearing before the JCP, the prospect of 
modernization generally carries with it the potential for 
occupational dislocation. GPO has a good record on incorporating 
new, cost-effective technology into its operations with only a 
minimal impact on its workforce. I think that record can be 
continued, but only if GPO invests sufficiently in an effective 
training program, as the draft report points out. Thus, 
workforce planning and training will be a key component of GPO's 
modernization plans. 

Nanagwant Pufom8nea and Informstion Systaas 

One of the more significant sections of the draft report 
addresses inadequacies in the performance plans for GPO's 
managers as well as in GPO's Executive Information System (EIS). 

I concur with GAO's findings in these areas. To reduce the cost 
and improve the timeliness and quality of GPO's products and 
services, specific and quantifiable performance measures should 
be included in manager's performance plans. As a result of GAO's 
findings, we are going to address opportunities for incorporating 
such measures into our management performance system. There is 
also a need, again clearly demonstrated by GAO, to upgrade GPO's 
EIS to provide GPO's managers with meaningful information on a 
more timely and user-friendly baris. 

Datermining GPO's mtora Role 

The majority of the goals and objectives I have established for 
GPO speak to improving the performance,of GPO’s current mission. 
Yet as it has been made abundantly clear, GPO is in the midst of 
a fundamental technological transition affecting both the 
Government and the printing industry. Printing and its role in 
the execution of Federal information policy are changing rapidly. 
As a result, I believe that GPO, with JCP guidance, must 
determine and then aggressively pursue GPO's role as a reproducer 
and disseminator of Government information. This is my third 
major goal. It is also a primary conclusion of the draft report. 

Strategic Plamhg. To guide this transition, the draft report 
addresses GPO's critical need for a comprehensive, Usable 
strategic plan. GAO is accurate, I believe, in describing the 
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inadequacies of previous GPO strategic planning efforts, and in 
emphasising the fundamental importance of a strategic plan to the 
establishment of realistic goals and timetables that can be 
implemented by GPO's annual budgets, capital investment plans, 
workforce planning and training program, and other managerial 
functions. As I indicated before the JCP hearing, I also believe 
a strategic plan is necessary to communicate to the JCP, 
Congress, Federal agencies , and the public the directions in 
which GPO is headed and how it plans to get there. GPO's current 
strategic planning effort will be constructed with these 
objectives in mind. 

GPO’ a mture Role. AS to the long-term direction for GPO, I 
believe it is important to note that under the guidance of the 
JCP, GPO has already made substantial progress in determining its 
future role. JCP resolutions, such as those regarding the 
dissemination of publications in electronic formats, have been 
important developments in this regard. I intend for GPO to 
expand on the progress it has already made in procuring and 
disseminating electronic formats, including the provision of such 
formats through GPO's Depository Library Program. These are key 
developments in the evolution of GPO's operations which GAO's 
final report should mention. i 
Indeed, this past year has seen a considerable amount of 
legislative activity affecting the status of Title 44 of the U.S. 
Code, GPO's authorizing legislation, and GPO's future role. We 
are continuing to work with the Congressional Committees 
responsible for this legislation to ensure that improvements are 
made to statutory language which are appropriate to GPO's 
involvement in the electronic era. While the outlook for two 
important pieces of legislation impacting GPO--the 
reauthorization of the Paperwork Reduction Act (H.R. 3695 and 
S. 1742) and the GPO Improvement Act (H.R. 3849)--is unclear at 
this time, we will continue to participate in the electronic 
technology field toward the improved performance of GPO's 
statutory mission. 

At the same time, GPO will continue to support legislative 
efforts strengthening the Federal Printing Program. From fiscal 
year 1988 through this fiscal year Congress has blocked the 
implementation of the 1987 amendment to the Federal Acquisition 
Regulation regarding printing, which would have led to a highly 
decentralized system of agency printing procurement activities. 
Permanent language to prohibit the implementation of such a 
system is currently under consideration. Our support for this 
legislation is based on preserving the cost-savings that accrue 
to the Government from GPO’s centralized printing procurement 
program. I do not believe it is likely that these savings would 
be achievable in a decentralized System Of Printing Procurement. 
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GPO as a Monopoly 

If there is any overall weakness in the draft report, I believe 
it is in the thesis that the operational deficiencies identified 
by GAO are attributable to a GPO "monopoly" on Government 
printing. It is not altogether clear that a such a monopoly 
exists. Government printing today, although it is centralized 
under the Federal Printing Program, is performed not only by GPO 
but by more than 200 Federal agency plants that operate under the 
authority of Title 44. These operations as a whole, however, 
consume only a minor share of the Government's printing dollar. 
Indeed, the vast majority of Government printing is procured by 
GPO from thousands of private sector printing firms, where prices 
are determined by competitive economic forces. 

In discussing the concept of monopoly as it applies to Government 
printing, I believe it is also necessary to remain mindful of the 
public policy intent of Title 44, under which Congress 
established a centralized system of printing to achieve cost- 
efficiencies through specialization and economies of scale, 
eliminate the potential for overlap and duplication of effort 
among multiple agency printing and printing procurement 
activities, and provide an effective link with the Government's 
documents distribution programs. To the extent that these 
objectives continue to be served by the current system of 
printing, and on the whole I believe they are, then the structure 
of Title 44 remains sound. 

It is my view instead that the problems detailed in the draft 
report are managerial and not structural or systemic in nature. 
The most appropriate and most achievable remedy, therefore, lies 
in effective management action to control costs and improve the 
timeliness and quality of GPO's products and services. This is 
the course we are currently pursuing. 

Comparison with Compatitiva Private Sector Industry 

I am also concerned about the overall impression conveyed by 
comparing GPO's in-house production operations with operations 
and standards common to the competitive private sector printing 
industry. Such comparisons can indeed be useful when applied to 
isolated functions, and for the most part I believe that they 
contribute to GAO's findings wherever they are used in the draft 
report. 

On the whole, however, there are a number of fundamental 
differences between the kinds of work performed by GPO's Central 
Office plant, in terms of a highly varied product mix, typically 
short-run job requirements, and compressed turnaround schedules, 
and the specialized product mixes and longer-run jobs typically 
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performed by the majority of private printing firms. There also 
are important differences between the conditions under which GPO 
as a Government agency must operate, and those that are 
characteristic of most private sector firms. These factors tend 
to influence the applicability of competitive private sector 
standards in any overall assessment of GPO's printing operations. 

These observations notwithstanding, I believe the draft report 
makes a significant contribution in addressing the challenges 
confronting GPO's printing, printing procurement, customer 
service, strategic planning and other operations, the resolution 
of which is essential to improving efficiency and cost- 
effectiveness in the fulfillment of the Government's printing 
needs. To that end, I welcome W#s findings and 
recommendations, and I look forward to continuing to work with 
you and your staff in this important task. 

Sincere1 , 

d& 
-sdLY 

ROBERT W. HOUR / y ' 
Public Printer 
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The Joint Council of Unions/GPO ir an organization that units for collective bargaining and 

other purpose8 twMa la&r organizations repreuntlng over four thousand rmployaos who work 

for the Public Printer and thr Suporintendom of Documontr. Union labor haa piayad a deciiivr 

role at GPO almost from itr incoptkm. In the ninotoonth cmtury, GPO oought out the mom rkillod 

printem it could flnd and to got them hired union worken and paid unbn wager. The Kka Act, 

Section 305 of Title 44, enacted In 1924, wu one of the l arllwt rxamples of federal labor kgisla- 

tion. It recognized GPO’8 rdlan~ on highly rkillod tradosmon by providlng for wage confomncrs 

behveon repmeontativoa of worker8 and rho PuMic Printrr to fix their compensation. 

We are proud that many of our members have davotod moat. if not all, of their workIn lives 

to GPO. Wo are proud also of the crucial rob we portonn in publiihing and distributing informa- 

tion collected and produced by the federal govommmt not only to the 240300,000 citizonr we 

all serve but to the MImbers and employeea of the Lqjetativo, Executive, and Judkial Branches 

that together constitute the Qovrmmrnt of thr United Stato8. 
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WI tirmly believe that GPO’s mission includes not only paper and print publishing but elec- 

tronic printing and information distribution, in all its now forms. We befisvo that it ir notonly im- 

pllcii in lfflo 44 but it is inherent in the reasons that led the Ccngmea in the middle of the lsth 

century to centralize government printing and binding in a printing facility owned by the people 

of the United States and, more than a century ago, to mandate that the Executive and Judicial 

Branches have their printing don0 at or through that same centralized agency. 

There were, history shorn. several reasona for that de&ion. A succeufon of Presidents and 

Congress expwimontod with all kinda of arrangements to take care of the governments’ printing 

needs. Precisely what is occurring now, though for different reaaonr, occurred then: varkus agen- 

cfea in the Executive Branch dettrrmined to contract for printing on their own or, indeed, to set 

up their own printing facBties. lhir system, it turned out. became corrupt. Frequently, the govern- 

mont waa overcharged for printhtg by private contractorr, and the system wan rho with bribery 

and pollticd favorthorn. To deal with theme problems, Congrer created the Government Printing 

Offke and put it under the aupervi&on of a presidential appofntee (the Public Printer) and the 

Joint Committee on Printing. Only after the new arrangements were working arnoothly, and to put 

an end to the evil8 that infected agency printing and procurement, did the Congmss and thr Presi- 

dent bring Executive and Judicial Branch printing and printing contracting into the same struc- 

ture. That arrangement has endured and worked aucceasfully for 130 yeam. 
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Cbmmenm Pmm the Joint Cm&l of Union. 

On July 19. 1990. the General Accounting Office reported to the Joint Committes on Printing 

that the cost of doing work in the GPO plant has been generally double the cost of procuring it. 

The main factors that contributed to this cost, the GAO proclaimed, is the amount of idle time, 

increasing weekend overtime, waste and spoilage, and the equipment age. 

We. the Joint Council of Unions, feel that all of these factors are the symptoms of the GPO 

economic ills and not the causes. In order to cure GPO of its economic ills, one must treat the 

causes rather than the symptoms. The GAO report leads its readers to believe if one eliminates 

these symptoms then GPO’s economic ills will be cured. 

The first symptom is the idle time of the major equipment. The GPO has experienced mas- 

sive reductions in empwee levels over the past ten years. Early on in the 199Q’s, the reductions 

in employees were due to the transition from hot type to cold type. However, in more recent times, 

the reductions have been due to attrition and,lowering of GPO’s employment ceilings by the Ap. 

propriations Subcommittee for the LeQislativa Branch and past Public Printers efforts to arbitrarily 

reduce the size of government. 

The GAO report falls short in identifying the reasons for such high amounts of idle time. The 

GPO has reduced its workforce by 43 percent over the past fifteen years. The main reason for 

its idle equipment is because of the lack of manpower needed to owrate such equipment. For 

example, the Letterpress Section has twenty-four (24) pieces of equipment and thirteen (13) press- 

men on shift one. Therefore, eleven (11) pieces of equipment (49%) is idle every day providing 

every worker reports for duty. Another example, the Offset Press Sectii has twenty-five (25) sheet 

fed presses and ten (10) pressmen on the second shift. Therefore, fifteen (15) sheet fed presses 

(60%) are idle every day on the second shift. 

These are just a few examples of the causes of the idle time within the press area and which 

are not unique to the whole production area. Idle machinery is. if anything, more costly than idle 

labor. 

Shortages of manpower cause a multitude of problems other than idle equipment. Another 

cause is the inability to fulfill the mission and meet the deadlines that is set by our customers. 

In order to fulfill our obligaions to our customers without hiring more employees, is to work ovemme. 

The cost of idle equipment and the increasing cost of weekend overtime has a devastating 

effect on GPO’s unit cost which is exactly what our customers complaints are all about. 
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We belbve the GAO should have asked itself, why the GPO works eo much overtime in con- 

trast with the danning amount of ldb time? Another point about the inflated percentapes of idle 

time b, the GPO purchaees some equipment sobfy for one purpose and the only time that equip 

ment runs is when that partfcubr purpoee l xbts. For instance, the group 59 presses that print 

the Con~ruaknal Record md Federal Regbfer. TheMore. these four presses primarily run on 

~thirdshHtonlyMdt~~~,thy~tt.Thbonlyinmurr GPO’s unit cost to its 

cumomers. 

The mcond symptom is paper waste and spofbge. The GAO rrported that 28 percent of the 

toWprprr~byGPOwrrmrtrdorrpdkd~~wu~Vnkwlrrrtbyindusttry 

standam. 

Firm,ofmmustbek of the fact ma so many printing companba are apecbky houses 

~runHw1UMjObe~onaw~kly~dlor(Wlybuir~t~no(vuyintrimrire.Thers 

ton no l djwtmems ~~.~productsdonotnquinav~ofprprr~urdsiz~, 

Mrefore, adjustments to the equipment are minimal. 

Abo, in (uo’r own edmbsfon, over 50 percent of Gw8 equipment is fifteen (15) years or 

older. Certainly, 8t0 DDE th0 equipment, the IOU Oflkhnt it be00m0~. Thb IS o~mp~unthd with 

~mMydlfhnntjokmd~o(workt~OPOmum~tor~c~~n. 

For~y~,ws~mn~jokt~nquinlongrunrurdt~ue~trwmoney 

mdr~kcontr~outndthrshortrunruukrptinhouw.Thmjobrth~nquire2.000 

copbaorleesarekeptinhousewhk?hrequinoom&ant changing of plates mat require addiiional 

makereedyhmethati- waateofpeper. 

So. one mud be cuefut not to compare apples wkh oranges. Slnoe the GPO is a combination 

rwmprprr.jobrhop~pu#~ofbookr,HIsonlyhhtocompurourrpoikOIratewima 

~rrctor~mrtnrrtbcompu~with~muydllhnntproductrt~tGPOprod~$. 

We have eeamhed the induetry through our international unions to find a printing firm that 

bcMnpurrble~GPOuldonly~a~rtrm(149C)~rpdl~r~.Abo,ours~ 

uk~or~printinORrmshavrkngthy~~Yknptrwirrpuipmrnturdmo*~wu 

fifteen (15) years. 



-to Pmm the Joint conndl of Untono 

Finally, the GAO’s 28 percent spoilage rate was based solely on the amount of pounds of 

paper that GPO bundles up and sells to private vendors for recycling. This means that even the 

enormous amounts of paper that has been trimmed off the products for finishing purposes are 

included in this percentage. Also, the amount of times that one handles the product is an impor- 

tant factor in the spoilage rates here at GPO. Antiquated equipment and outdated methods in- 

crease the number of times one handles the product which increases your spoilage factor. 

We recognize that new technology confronts the Congress with crucial, inescapable policy 

decisions that will determine both how well the Qovemment’s printing functions will be performed 

in the future and what role GPO will play. We am deeply concerned because we know first hand, 

as well as by studying rrporls recently prefMrecJ for the Congress on this subject. 

Without GPO and the Joint Committee on Printing’s oversight and activs participation in the 

planning, purchase and operation of electronic printing and information dissemination equipment 

and services. scarce federal dollars will be wasted. 

Both as citizens and as GPO employees, we are adamantly opposed to restricting GPO sole- 

ly to Congressional printing. COnQreSSional printing’s daily and seasonal peaks and valleys have 

always been and should continus to be smoathed by agency work in order to reduce unit costs. 

History teaches that the Nation needs centmlized, albeit flexible, control over the governments 

printing and the procurement of such. Experience, reoent and past. most emphatically does NOT 

show that unchecked procurement by agencies is economical; it shows the opposite. 

Plainly, in the next decade the government must and will be making a significant capital in- 

vestment in information di~semtnatlon taohno@y, both conventional print@ and elsctronic. Capital 

investment in machinery is most cost effectll when the machinery is constantly in use. since 

that drives down the coat per unit of output. Idle machinery is. if anything, more costly than idle 

labor. In many instances, it is simply um for an agency to purchase, maintain, and em- 

ploy opemtors of expenslve printing systems when data can be transmttted instantaneously by 

telephone or direct, ffber optk hook-ups between the agency and GPO work stations. 
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One consequence of GPO’s truncated role is that the government has not developed struc- 

tured database standards for electronic and conventional printing. That prevents efficient use of 

the new technology. If information produced at one agency is in a format that is not compatible 

with equipment at other aQencies and at GPO, then other agencies cannot obtain that information 

except at very high cost. And, of course, GPO cannot economically print it and make it available 

to depository libraries and the public whether on line or in printed form. 

We do not wish to be misunderstood, however. We wholeheartedly support the effort to make 

the Qovemment-including GPO-as efficient as possible. We are concerned on that in the area 

In which w work, the prtntinQ, procurement and the dkseminatbn of fedeml information, cost 

cutting not be pursuad so singkmindedly that the baby is thrown out wfth the bath water and that 

the task of keepfng the Qovemment effkfent k performed lntelliitly and not be viewed IhrouQh 

the dlstortinQ prtsm of kMbQk%l blindness or a shortsighted wew that treats the price of equip 

ment as a one you cost instead of a multi-year inveetment. 

The employees we represent do not oppose technologicat change. We ue vitally fnterested 

in deepening our understanding and our capacity to utilize the new IechnoloQy. GPO’s unions 

have demanded and in most instances recefve training on new equipment that has revolutionized 

tha println~ process in recent decades, and w welcome the opportunity that changing technolo 

gy affords. 

In recent years. Public Prfntem have not been sufficiently committed to the mission of the 

agency to define its rob in the efectronk revolution in ths manner w have suggested. They have, 

hatead. conwntratod on duefness considerations,” showing how much money they could save 

by eliminating services or shorfaightedty refusing to print and sell documents that our customer 

a~encbs required, but becauee the documents would not qualify as instant best sellers. We be- 

llow that the mission GPO performs is vltat. that the efectronic Ada should enable the Office to 

prrknn~~kmrunitcort,Mdthrtanrwvi~*nquindto~lw#hthrudtingchd~ 

we have identiffed. We hope the current Public Printer will provfde that Mon. 

The Joint Council of Unions/GPO. 
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Appendix IV 

Comments From Local 2876 of the Amerian * 
Federation of Government Employees 

-Emp(oym LOCAL2876 -0FFlCEEiWLOYEES 
U.S. GOVfRNMfNY MINYING OfflCf 

AMfRICANFfDfRMION OF GOVfRNMfNffMNOYffS 

P.O. 80x 2990 Washington. D.C. 20013 

Local 2876 
September 11, 1990 

Mr. Richard L. Foqel 
As.iistant Comptroller General 
U.S. General Accounting Office 
General Government Division 
Washington, D.C. 20548 

Dd:.r Mr. Fogel: 

The following comments from AFGE/PCJC Local 2876, concerning 
the GAO Draft Report entitled, Government Printing Office; 
Monopoly Status Contributes to Inafficiency and Ineffectiveness, 
are submitted for your consideration. 

We agree with the recommendation on page 12 that the Joint 
Committee on Printing convene a group that includes GPO unions 
to decide the future role and mission of GPO. 

There are numerous references in the study to high labor and 
administrative costs in the GPO operation. These analytical 
statements are understood within the framework of presenting 
cost cataqoties, operational procedures, and other elements 
that effect total GPO operations. However, it should be 
understood that all wage levels, benefits, and other labor cost 
elements within GPO ware properly negotiated within the 
applicable laws and procedures governing these processes. 
Further, the labor rates of the white collar workers :re 
considerably behind, approximataly 281, when compared to similar 
private sector operations. In addition, overtime as a cost 
element results from management decision as to when and how 
much work should be accompli8hed. No weekend overtime has been 
worked at GPO except at managamant's direction and approval. 
As currently written, the report presents the labor cost issues 
in a balanced and forthright manner. 

Sincerely, 

Lyndia Dianne Little 
President, APGE/PCJC 
AFGE Local 2876 
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